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 بناء مجذع فعال للغة العربية لتحسين فعالية البحث

 أحمد إبراىيم جوده شقليو

 الملخص

للغااااع بل  يأااااع أاااا ال هااااي بيوأااااع بللغااااع بل  يأااااع يج   ج يااااج بللغااااع بل ج  ااااع ب   اااا  إى إًشااااجذ هفاااا ع   ااااج   

ل بل ح اااأي  ااال ب ااا  وجع بلو لخهاااج   ب ااا م ب  ب ااا مابهج  ااال بل اااجلن. ياٌ ااا  بيوأاااع يٌاااجذ هفااا ع   اااج   ااا

بل أجًااج   يه جلفااع بللغاااع. يطااا ااان ا اااخأ  بل اأااا هااي بلوفااا  ج  بللغخأااع للغااع بل  يأاااع  يل ااي   أاا ب  يٌاااج  

 بل  أ  هي بلض ف يبلوشج ل.

اق ااا ذ يااا ٍ ب خ يراااع فخب ةهأاااع   جلاااع يا  واااا  لااالأ بلل ااال ياااأي ب  اااوجذ يب   اااج  ي لااا  هاااي فااا   

هم للاااع  اااي بافااا  هواااج ب    لااا  إلااالأ  عا لل وأأااا  ياااأي بلٌاااخ أي يه جلفاااع  ااال ًاااخع يج ااا  باأفأيضااا  طخب ااا

ةأاااج ف  لاااجذف احاأاااا بل لواااج . يااا ٍ بلمخب ةهأاااع    اااعن  ااال ا  أااا   لاااجذف ي ااا  ع ب ااا  وجع بلو لخهاااج  

 . يج  مابم ي ٍ بلقخب ا  أ ن رل هش لع  ام بلخضخذ.يهح  ج  بل حث

  يطااااا ااااان ا  أاااا  بلوفاااا ع JDK1.6هاااا   JAVA اااا مابم لغااااع بل  هفااااع ااااان ا ااااخأ  بلوفاااا ع بلوق اااا ذ يج

 بل أئع بلحجضٌع لل اأا هي بلوف  ج  بللغخأع ل قأأوعج. WEKAبلوق  ذ  للأ 

ي  Khojaلإواااا بذ بف  ااااج  للوفاااا ع بلوق اااا ذ يهقج ً عااااج هاااا  هفاااا  ج  بفاااا   ه اااال  WEKAب اااا ماه  

Light10اااا  هااااي    يطااااا ب عاااا   بلٌ ااااجست بل اااال ااااان ب اااا م بوعج يج اااا مابم OSAC,CNN  بى بلوفاااا ع

% يياااخ ب ضااال هاااي ب ااا مابم هفااا ع 90.1بلوق ااا ذ أ أاااا هاااي  طاااع ا اااٌأف بلٌ اااخ  إلااالأ ه خ ااا  طاااا ٍ 

Khoja  يLight10  ٍ للأ بل  اأب. 85.17%%  88.2بلل بى أحققجى ه خ   طا  
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Building an Effective Stemmer for Arabic 

Language to Improve Search Effectiveness 

Ahmed Ibraheem Judah Shaqalieh 

Abstract 

Creating  good stemming rules for the Arabic language comes from the importance of 

Arabic language as the sixth most used language in the world. Stemming is very im-

portant in information Retrieval , data mining , language processing . Many linguistic 

and light stemmers have been developed for Arabic language but still there are many 

weakness and problem.  

This thesis proposes an efficient stemming algorithm that developed to solve the prob-

lems with several stemming approaches like ambiguity, broken plural problems, ir-

regular words and confusion between nouns and verbs, a proposed stemming algo-

rithm uses two stemming approaches, the root stemming for verbs and the light stem-

ming for nouns. 

The proposed algorithm will depend on separation between nouns and verbs by add-

ing classification rules and addresses every part of words by special strategy, to in-

crease efficiency of stemming words. Such algorithm will contribute to enhanced effi-

ciency and speed of information retrieval and search engines, By using these rules, it 

can solve the ambiguity of words. 

A new Arabic stemmer has been developed using Java Programming Language with 

JDK 1.6 and applied this stemmer on WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge 

Analysis) for text preprocessing and classification and which it suitable environment 

for most stemmers to evaluation, it allows user to load any data set, choose from any 

included stemmers, select any included classifier and explorer the classification re-

sults like recall and precision ..etc.  

WEKA used to test the proposed stemmer and compare it with other stemmers like 

Khoja stemmer and Light10 stemmer, the researcher compared the proposed stemmer 

with Khoja  and Light10 by using OSAC (Open Source Arabic Corpus) and CNN (Ca-
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ble News Network) corpus show that the proposed stemmer increase accuracy of text 

classification to an average of 90.1% which is better than using Light10 and Khoja 

which achieve an average accuracy of 88.2% and 85.17% respectively.  

Keywords 

Arabic  Text  Mining, Arabic  text  preprocessing / classification, Word Stemming, 

Arabic morphological  analysis  (Arabic /light  stemming),  Information Retrieval. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces  background of stemmers in Arabic language, Text  Mining  

(TM)  and  Information Retrieval (IR),  describes Arabic Language,  discusses  the  

complexity  of  Arabic  Language,  and  finally  states  the  research motivation. 

1.1. Background of stemmers in Arabic Language 

The Arabic  language  differs  from  other  languages syntactically, morphologically, 

and semantically. It is a Semitic  language  in  which  most  words  are  built  up from  

roots  by  following  certain  fixed  patterns  or measures. [1] 

Such  patterns  can  be  thought  of  as templates conforming to Arabic grammatical 

rules and are  applied  by  adding  affixes  to  roots.  Additional affixes  (i.e.,  prefixes,  

infixes  and  suffixes)  may be added  to  derive  different  grammatical  usages  such  

as possessives, plurals, definite forms, gender, etc. [2] 

One  main  property  of  the  Arabic  language  that makes it different from most of 

other languages is that it is a derivational, while most of the other languages, such  as  

English,  are  concatenative.[3]For  example, the  removal  of  prefixes  in  Arabic  

words  does  not reverse  the  meaning  of  words,  while  in  English,  this operation 

could reverse the meaning of words, or even change their grammatical function. [4] 

 Computational  Arabic  morphology  has  drawn  the attention  of  many  researchers  

and  many  approaches were  proposed  to  analyze  the  Arabic  language  at  the 

morphological  level.  Stemming  and  morphological analysis  techniques  are  com-

putational  processes  that analyze  the  internal  structure  of  words.  The  main ob-

jective  of  both  techniques  is  to  remove  all  of  a word's  affixes  to  end  up  with  

the  word's  stem  or  root. [4] [5] [6]Such techniques proved useful for many applica-

tions  such  as  information  retrieval,  text categorization,  dictionary  automation,  
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text compression,  data  encryption,  vowelization  and spelling  aids, automatic  trans-

lation,  and  computer  aided instruction. [1] 

Stemming  can  be  viewed  as  the  process  of normalizing  word  variations  that  

share  some  semantic relation  into  one  shared  affix free  stem. [7] 

There  are two  types  of  stemming  algorithms: stem based  and root based algo-

rithms. [8] 

Stem based algorithms, such as  Buckwalter‟s  stemmer [9],  remove  suffixes  and 

prefixes  from Arabic  words. Root based stemmers, on the other hand, produce roots 

from the generated stems (Examples:  Beesley [1],  Al Shalabi [2],  and  Khoja 

[10]stemmers).  

Arabic  stemming  algorithms  can  be  classified  into four  classes [11]:  manually  

constructed  dictionaries, light stemmers, morphological analyzers, and statistical 

stemmers.  The  manually  constructed  dictionaries generate  dictionaries  (tables)  

listing  the  Arabic prefixes, suffixes, and stems/roots such as Buckwalter's stemmer 

[10] . However, these dictionaries might not be exhaustive [12].  

The light stemming algorithms remove the prefixes and suffixes to produce the origi-

nal stems of words without the need to find the roots. They group semantically  relat-

ed  words  that  share  the  same  stem. The morphological analyzers  attempt  at  re-

storing  the original  root  of  a  word  and  group  words  sharing  the same  root.  

Note  that  words  that  are  not  semantically related  may  also  be  grouped  into  the  

same  root  class. The statistical  stemmers,  on  the  other  hand,  group word variants 

according to clustering techniques [13].  

There  are  several  root based  stemming  approaches that  are  applied  for  Arabic  

language.  The researcher  will  briefly explain some of them before introducing our 

proposed approach.  Al Shalabi [14]developed  a  system  for extracting  the  roots  of  

Arabic  words.  It  first  removes the  longest  prefix  that  precedes  the  first  root  

letter  in the  input  word.  It  then  checks  for  the  root  in  the new word  formed  by  

removing  the  prefix.  Typically,  the root would be within the first four or five let-

ters. Al Shalabi,  Kanaan  and  Muaidi [15]designed another  stemmer  to  find  the  
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roots  of  Arabic words by performing  certain  calculations  on  the  word's  letters 

after  assigning  numeric  values  to  each  letter.   

The algorithm  extracts  the  correct  roots  with  an  accuracy rate reaching 95%. 

Khoja  [10] developed  a  stemmer  algorithm,  which uses the morphological patterns 

to detect roots of three or  four  letters.  The  algorithm  initially  removes  the affixes 

of a given Arabic input word including prefixes, suffixes,  and  infixes.  The  algo-

rithm  then  checks  the validation  of  the  word  after  the  elimination  of  affixes and  

verifies  whether  the  removed  affix  is  part  of  the root  or  not.  The  resulting  

stem  is  then  checked  for correctness.  It  matches  the  remaining  letters  of  the 

input word against a list of patterns of the same length in  order  to  extract  the  root.  

The  last  step  verifies whether  the  extracted  root  is  valid  by  checking  it against  

a  list  of  around  4700  roots.  An  enhanced stemmer  of  Khoja's  algorithm  has  

been  developed  in [16].The algorithm extracts the roots in a similar way to the Khoja 

stemmer but without a root dictionary. 

1.2. Text  Mining (TM) 

Data  mining  is  the  process  of  extracting  patterns  from  data as shown in figure 

1.1.  Data  mining is becoming an increasingly  important  tool  to  transform  the  da-

ta  into  information. Text  mining,  sometimes  alternately  referred  to  as  text  data  

mining,  roughly  equivalent  to text  analytics,  refers  to  the  process  of  deriving  

high-quality  information  from  text.   

 

Figure 1.1: Text mining 

High-quality information  is  typically  derived  through  the  divining  of  patterns  

and  trends  through  means  such as  statistical  pattern  learning.  Text  mining  usu-

ally  involves  the  process  of  structuring  the  input text  (usually  parsing,  along  

with  the  addition  of  some  derived  linguistic  features  and  the  removal of  others,  

and  subsequent  insertion  into  a  database),  deriving  patterns  within  the  struc-
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tured  data,  and  finally  evaluation  and  interpretation  of  the  output as  shown  in  

figure  1.2.  'High  quality'  in text  mining  usually  refers  to  some  combination  of  

relevance,  novelty,  and  interestingness.   

Typical  text  mining  tasks  include  text  categorization,  text  clustering,  con-

cept/entity  extraction, production  of  granular  taxonomies,  sentiment  analysis,  

document  summarization,  and  entity relation  modeling  (i.e., learning  relations  

between named entities) [17] [18]. 

The  purpose  of  Text  Mining  is  to  process  unstructured  (textual)  information,  

extract meaningful  numeric  indices  from  the  text,  and  make  the  information  

contained  in  the  text accessible  to  the  various  data  mining  algorithms.  Infor-

mation  can  be  extracted  to  derive summaries for the words contained in the docu-

ments or to compute summaries for the documents based  on  the  words  contained  in  

them.   

Hence, The researcher can  analyze words, clusters of words used in documents,  etc.,  

or The researcher could  analyze documents and determine similarities between them 

or how they  are  related  to  other  variables  of  interest  in  data  mining. In  the  

most  general  terms,  text mining  will  "turn  text  into  numbers"  (meaningful  indi-

ces),  which  can  then  be  incorporated  in other analyses such as predic-

tive/descriptive  data mining. [17] [19] 

Text mining is well motivated, due to the fact that much of the world„s data can be 

found in  text  form  (newspaper  articles,  emails,  literature,  web  pages,  etc.).  

Text  mining  processes  include Document Collection,  Retrieve and preprocess doc-

ument,  Analyze Text (Information Extraction, Clustering, Summarization),  Man-

agement Information System and Knowledge [17] [19]. 

 

Figure 1.2: Text mining process 
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1.3. Arabic Language 

Arabic is one of the most complex languages, in both its spoken and written 

forms. However, it is also one of the most common languages in the world as it is 

spoken by more than 400 million people as a first language and by 250 million as a 

second language [8]. Arabic Language belongs to the Semitic language family. 

Arabic alphabet consists of 28 letters that structure the words; words are divided into 

three parts of speech: noun, verb, and particle. Nouns and verbs are derived from a 

closed set of around 11,311 roots distributed as follow: 

 115 two character roots (no derivation from them). 

 7198 three character roots. 

 3739 four character roots. 

 259 five characters roots. 

These roots can be joined with several infixes to generate more patterns of the word 

[9], for example several forms can be derived from the root “ل  ” of the morpheme 

 .”صٌ “ to the morpheme ”م“ can be found by adding the letter ”ه ٌ “ the form , ”صٌ “

The Arabic script has numerous diacritics (Damma, Fathah, Kasra, Shaddah)which 

decide how a word should be pronounced. Arabic has two genders (feminine and 

masculine),three cardinalities (singular, dual and plural), three grammatical cases 

(nominative, genitive and accusative) and two tenses (perfect and imperfect). Arabic 

nouns are formed differently depending on the noun gender, cardinality, and gram-

matical case [10]. 

1.3.1 Complexity of Arabic Language 

Arabic is considered as one of the highly inflectional languages with complex 

morphology and considered as challenging language for a number of reasons: 

 Morphological variation and the agglutination phenomenon, letters change 

forms according to their position in the word (beginning, middle, end and sep-

arate).  
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Table 1.1: different shapes of letter “ع” depending of its position in the word 

Beginning 
Middle End 

Separate 

 عـ
 ـع ـعـ

 ع

 

 Plural form of irregular nouns (broken plural). In this case, a noun in plural 

takes another morphological form different from its initial form in singular. 

 There is no space between a word and its prefix, postfix and pronoun; that 

makes the boundary between the word and the preposition invisible. 

 The same word may have more than one meaning in different contexts, for ex-

ample the word “يب ”may refer to the word “gold” or “go” depending on the 

diacritics. 

 Many words can refer to the same meaning that may lead to information mis-

match in search process, example “ يجى –ي ة  – ع   ”. 

 Arabic words may change according to their case modes (nominative, accusa-

tive or genitive); “ هلجيضأي  –هلجيضخى   “. 

1.3.2 Arabic Corpus Problem 

Text  data  mining is a  multidisciplinary  field  involving  information  retrieval,  text  

analysis, information  extraction,  clustering,  categorization  and  linguistics.  Text  

mining is  becoming  of more  significance,  and  efforts  have  been  multiplied  in  

studies  to  provide  for  fetching  the increasingly  available  information  efficiently .   

Due  to  the  Arabic  language  lacking  of corpora, it is difficult  to represent textual 

content and quantitative  data of Arabic [6][7]. Corpus-based  approaches  to  lan-

guage  have  introduced  new  dimensions  to  linguistic description  and  various  ap-

plications  by  permitting  some  degree of automatic analysis of text. The identifica-

tion,  counting  and  sorting  of  words,  collocations  and  grammatical  structures  

which occur  in  a  corpus  can  be  carried  out  quickly  and  accurately  by  comput-

er,  thus  greatly  reducing some  of  the  human  drudgery  sometimes  associated  

with  linguistic  description  and  vastly expanding  the  empirical  basis [6][7].     
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Linguistic  research  has  become  heavily  reliant  on  text corpora  over  the  past ten 

years. Due to the increasing need of an Arabic corpus to represent the Arabic lan-

guage and because of the trials to build an Arabic corpus in the last few years were 

not enough  to  consider  that  the  Arabic language has a real, representative and reli-

able corpus, it was necessary to build  such an Arabic corpus to support  various  lin-

guistic  research on Arabic [6][7]. 

One  of  the  difficulties  that  encountered  this  work  and other  researches  in  the  

field  of Arabic  linguistics was the  lack  of  publicly  available  Arabic  corpus  for  

evaluating  text categorization  algorithms . [6][7][15][16]Arabic  corpus  problem  

was  posed  by  [6][7][15][16]. A survey by  [6][7] confirms  that existing corpora are 

too narrowly limited in source-type and genre, and that there is a need for a freely-

accessible Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA) covering a broad range of text-

types. 

There  are  rarely  successful  trials  in  compiling Arabic  corpora,  therefore,  the  

third  axis  presents  the technical design of the International Corpus of Arabic (ICA), 

a newly established representative corpus of Arabic that is intended to cover the Ara-

bic  language  as  being  used  all  over the Arab world. The corpus is planned to sup-

port various Arabic  studies  that  depends  on  authentic (بصألع) data,  in  addition  to  

building  Arabic  Natural Language Processing Applications. International  Corpus  of  

Arabic  (ICA) is a  big  project initiated  by Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA).   

BA  is  one  of  the  international  Egyptian  organizations  that  play  a  noticeable  

role  in disseminating  culture  and  knowledge,  and  in  supporting  scientific  re-

search. ICA is a  real  trial  to build a representative Arabic corpus as being used all 

over the Arab world to support research on Arabic [6][7] . 

ICA corpus  has  been  analyzed  by Al-Nasry  et.  al. in [7], they  shed  light  on  the 

levels  of  corpus  analysis  e.g.  morphological  analysis,  lexical  analysis,  syntactic  

analysis  and semantic  analysis. Al-Nasry also demonstrates  different  available  

tools  for  Arabic  morphological analysis  (Xerox,  Tim  Buck walter,  Sakhr and 

RDI).  
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The morphological analysis of ICA includes: selecting  and  describing  the  model  of  

analysis,  pre-analysis  stage  and  full  text  analysis  stages. ICA is not publically  

available  now and it expected to be released soon. 

1.4. Research Motivation 

Creating  good stemming rules for the Arabic language comes from the importance of 

Arabic language as the sixth most used language in the world. Stemming is very im-

portant in information Retrieval, data mining, language processing. Many linguistic 

and light stemmers have been developed for Arabic language but still there are many 

weakness and problem like the absence of morphological rule, which helps to deter-

mine the correct affixes in the word, the irregular words, the broken plurals and the 

use of full root dictionary to extract the root. The main objective of this thesis is to 

propose a stemmer for Arabic language that solves all of the above mentioned prob-

lems. 

1.5. Research Contribution 

This thesis will contribute with the following: 

1. Developing a new efficient stemmer depending on rule based techniques, 

show the effects of normalization and tokenization into stemming tech-

niques. 

2. Discrimination between nouns and verbs, In noun uses light stem but in 

verb uses root stem. 

3. Adding some rule to stem plural noun. 

4. Allow developers to add or modify to the stemmer as it is an open sources 

environment. 

5. Adding the proposed stemmer to one of the most famous information re-

trieval platforms WEKA. 

1.6. Thesis Structure 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follow: 

Chapter 2: Introduce the related work and applying 3 types of stemmers. 

Chapter 3:Introduce the text classification with example for classification. 

Chapter 4: Describe the methodology including the proposed stemmer “Shaqalieh 

stemmer” and morphological analysis and applied proposed stemmer on WEKA. 
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Chapter 5: Introduce different data set that may be uses to extract the result of stem-

mers. 

Chapter 6: Show the results of the proposed stemmer. 

Chapter 7: The conclusion of the research which will summarize the research.  
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Chapter 2 : Related Work 

2.1. Stemmers 

Many researches have been worked on building stemmers to support text classifica-

tion in many language like English and European Language such as French, Spanish, 

German and in Asian languages such as Chinese and Japanese. That greatly affect the 

quality of information retrieval. However, Researches on Arabic language are quit 

limited. When categorizing text documents, not all features equally represent the doc-

uments semantics. In fact, some of these features may be redundant and add nothing 

to the meaning of the document. Others might be synonymous and therefore capturing 

one of them is enough to enhance the semantic for categorization purposes. Conse-

quently, the effective selection of features words, which reflect the main topics of the 

text, is an important factor in text classification.[1][2][3][4] [5] [6][7][8][9][10] [20] 

[21]. 

Stemming techniques can be used in Arabic text preprocessing to reduce multiple 

forms of the word to one form (root or stem). Stemmers are commonly designed for 

each specific language. Stemmers design requires some linguistic expertise in the lan-

guage itself. Many stemmers have been implemented for many languages including 

Malay, Latin, Indonesian, Swedish, Dutch, German, Slovene, Bulgarian and Turkish. 

Stemmers can be classified into table Lookup, Linguistic, and Combinational ap-

proaches. 

2.1.1. Lookup Approach 

Table Lookup approach utilize huge list that store all valid Arabic word a long with 

their morphological decompositions. This method does not use stemming process. For 

a given Arabic word, it access the list and retrieve the associated root/stem. Conse-

quently, the stems obtained are guaranteed to be highly accurate. However, the a 
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availability of such a table that should include  all the language words is practically 

impossible. 

2.1.2. Linguistic Approach 

Linguistic approach, attempts to simulate the behavior of a linguistic by considering 

Arabic morphological system and thoroughly analyzing Arabic words according to 

their morphological components. In such approach, prefix and suffix of a given list of 

affixes.  

2.1.3. Combinational Approach 

Combinational approach, a given word is used to generate all combinations of letters. 

These combinations are compared against predefined lists of Arabic roots. If match, 

stem and patterns are extracted. 

2.2. Applying Root Stemmer on Arabic Text 

Root is extracted from the word by means of morphological analysis. It attempts to 

restore original root of a word and group words accordingly. The basic two steps of 

root-based stemmers are first to remove prefixes, and suffixes. Second, is to extract 

roots by analyzing Arabic words according to their morphological components. This 

is accomplished by rule-based techniques, table Lookup [22], or by a mixture of two.  

Very little research has been carried out on Arabic text. The nature of Arabic text is 

different than that English text and others languages, and preprocessing of Arabic text 

is more challenging stage in text classification (TC) particularly and Text Mining 

(TM) generally. The effect of the preprocessing tools on Arabic TC is one area of re-

search. 

Stemming can be defined as the process of removing any affixes(prefixes, infixes, 

or/and suffixes) from words to reduce these words to their stems or roots. A root can 

be defined as a word that cannot be created from other word, in other words, a word 

without prefixes, infixes, or suffixes. For example, the root of the Arabic 

word(المىحدون) is (وحد). While a stem is simply defined as a word without a prefix 

or/and suffix. For example, the stem of the Arabic word(المىحدون) is (مىحد). 

Uses morphological analysis to extract the root of a given Arabic word. Many algo-

rithms have been developed for this approach. 
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Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi [23] algorithm tries to find the root of the word by matching 

the word with all possible patterns with all possible affixes attached to it. 

Al-Shalabi [24] [25] [26] morphology system uses different algorithms to find the 

roots and pattern. This algorithm removes the longest possible prefix, and then ex-

tracts the root by checking the first five letters of the word. This algorithm is based on 

an assumption that the root must appear in the first five letters of the word. It analyzes 

Arabic patterns by grouping patterns with similar length sizes. Then extract general 

rules for each group, which presents the possible positions of letters in "" in order to 

consider them as excessive and thus remove them. does not use any dictionary, in-

stead of removing prefixes and suffixes and using rules and pattern matching to ex-

tract the root. 

Khoja [27] [28] stemmer is one of earliest techniques developed for root-based 

stemmers, has developed an algorithm that remove prefixes and suffixes, all the time 

checking that it's not removing part of the root and then matches the remaining word 

against the patterns of the same length to extract the root. it uses two dictionaries, one 

to match remaining letters against Arabic patterns, and the second is to confirm the 

correctness of the root.  

Taghva, Elkoury and Coombs [29] developed a root-based Arabic stemmer, where 

Taghva stemmer does not depend on an Arabic root dictionary as Khoja Arabic 

stemmer. The performance of Taghva stemmer is equivalent to Khoja stemmer. 

Taghva stemmer is dedicated to non-vowelized Arabic text, since its starts by remov-

ing the short vowels(diacritical marks). Taghva, Elkoury and Coombs study deduced 

that using Arabic root dictionary has no effect on improving Arabic monolingual doc-

ument retrieval. Also they conclude that building complicated effective Arabic stem-

mers will not lead to enhancing the effectiveness of the information retrieval. 

Al-Kabi and Al-Mustafa [30] presented a new root-based stemmer. As its predeces-

sors, this stemmer starts with normalization process which sometimes leads to conver-

sion in the meaning of the normalized word. Stemmer presented in Al-Kabi and Al-

Mustafa used a number of Arabic affixes less than those used by others like Larkey. 

Ballesteros and Connell [31] Although this algorithm used more than 440 different 

Arabic verb patterns to extract the Arabic root, which is a high number of patterns, 
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but the evaluation tests conducted on this stemmer by [32] showed that its effective-

ness is behind the Arabic stemmers presented in [30] [33] [34]. 

Al-Sarhan, Al-Shalabi and Kanaan [34] present a noval Arabic stemming algorithm 

which does not depend on Arabic verb patterns, and its depend on mathematical com-

putation to extract the Arabic root of the inputted word. Also Al-Serhan and Ayesh 

[35]presented a nother Arabic stemming algorithm which uses neural networks. 

Ghawanmeh et al [33] refer to the main problems facing modern Arabic stemmers. 

Their stemmer lack the capability to distinguish between those letters lay at the be-

ginning or the end of the word and constitute part of its roots. Tests conducted on this 

algorithm show it's a relatively powerful than others [32]. 

Momani and Faraj [36] [37] presented another novel Arabic root-based stemmer to 

extract tri-literal Arabic roots with a 73% accuracy using more than 1500 Arabic 

words. They presented their algorithm with examples which is really interesting, but 

more tests have to be conducted to verify the effectiveness of their stemmer. It filters 

rootless words, then remove suffixes and prefixes. It removes excessive letters "" only 

of it occurs more than once in a word. 

Sonbol [38] uses a rule-based technique to extract roots by dividing letters to a part of 

root, and others are further divided into sub-groups which are examined with well-

defined rules to extract the final root, with no use dictionary. 

Kchaou [39] uses two dictionaries, for roots and radicals. The main idea is to pre-

serve the semantic of a word by using radical, which if changed, it will change the 

meaning of a word. Furthermore, an affix matching table is presented to check if a 

certain prefix, suffix, and infixes occurs in the same word or not. This is done to en-

sure correct affix removal. 

Al-Serhan [19] uses back propagation neural network to extract five letters Arabic 

words roots. Encoded with binary digits, four types of input were created, one de-

pends on the original letters, and the other three, classify the letters of "سألحمىويها" ac-

cording to their frequency of occurring as an affix letters. 
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2.3. Applying Light Stemmer on Arabic Text 

The key problem of the root detector algorithm in information retrieval is that many 

word variants do not have similar semantic interpretations. Although these words are 

different in meaning, they originate from one identical root. Thus, the root-based re-

trieval increases word ambiguities.  

Inflected and derived words can have a strong impact on the retrieval effectiveness of 

any information retrieval system. Therefore, it is important to recognize the variants 

of word morphemes in highly inflected language such as Arabic. Word-sense disam-

biguation is essential to improve any Arabic information retrieval system.  

Our main motivation is to develop a new light stemmer to minimize the sense ambi-

guity associated with the root-based retrieval. Stemming  has  multiple  definitions.  

Shereen  Khoja’s  definition [27] limits  stemming for  Arabic  language  to  the  root  

extraction  process.   

She  has  defined  the  stemming  process  as “Stemming is the process of removing 

all of a word's affixes to produce the stem or root. In Arabic this means the removal of 

prefixes, suffixes and infixes. The stemming component is the rule-based part”.  

However,  Leah  Larkey  [37] was  more  general  in  her  definition.  

She could fetch more techniques under the stemming umbrella. She defined stemming 

processes as “The researcher use the term stemming to refer to any process which 

conflates related forms or groups forms  into  equivalence  classes,  including  but  not  

restricted  to  suffix  stripping ”.  This definition  considers  more  stemmers  than  

Khoja  definition.  For  example,  light  stemmers  and statistical  n-gram  methods  to  

conflate  words  to  same  class  are  considered  stemmers  as  well  as stemmers  that  

extract  roots.  

A  close  definition  to  Larkey’s  one  is Al-Sughaiyer  and Al-Kharashi definition.  

They defined the stemming as, ” Stemming  is  a  method  of  word standardization 

used to match some morphologically related words. The stemming algorithm is a 

computational process  that  gathers  all  words  that  share the  same  stem  and  have  

some  semantic relation”. There were also a lot of attempts to classify the existing 

stemmers.  
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Abdusalam Nwesri [45]  has  classified  the  stemmer  in  to  heavy  stemming,  or  

root-based  stemmer,  and  light stemming. Heavy stemming usually starts by remov-

ing well-known prefixes and suffixes. It aims to  return  the  actual  root  of  a  word.  

Light  stemming  stops  after  removing  prefixes  and  suffixes, and  does  not  at-

tempt  to  identify  the  actual  root.  And  he  further  categorizes  the  light  stemmers 

into  three  categories  according  to  the  way  in  which  existing  stemmers  deal  

with  particles; conjunctions  and  prepositions.  He  also  mentioned  that  a  stemmer  

can  combine  between  any  of these approaches:  

 Match and  Truncate  (MT):  the  beginning  of  a  word  is  removed  if  a  

match  happens  and  the remaining words more than 3 letters length.  

 Remove  and  Check  (RC):  the  beginning  of  a  word  is  removed  if  a  

match  happens  and  the remaining word exists in the document collection.  

 Remove  With  Other  Letters  (RW):  removing  a  combination  of  particles  

and  the  definite article ال like مال ,وال ,فال and تال 

Larkey  [37] divided the Arabic stemmers into four classes:  

 Manually constructed dictionaries  

 Algorithmic light stemmers; which remove prefixes and suffixes  

 Morphological analyses which attempt to find roots  

 Statistical stemmers, which group word variants using clustering techniques.  

Other  classification  is  done  by  Al-Sughaiyer,  Al-Kharashi  and  Al-Hajjar.  

Al-Stem Stemmer [40] A stemmer  developed  by  Kareem  Darwish  and  modified  

by  Leah  Larkey  from  University  of Massachusetts  and  further  modified  later  by  

David  Graff form  LDC.  It  is  intended  for  research purposes only.  The original 

stemmer of Kareem Darwish removes the following prefixes: ( , وال , تا , لا , فا , وا , في

 and removes the (لي , وي , لل  ال , فم , مم , وم , لم , تم , وث , سث , وت , مث , لث , يث , تال , فال

following  suffixes:  ( ل , وا , يه , يه , ة ات , وا , ون , وه , ان , جي , جه , جم , مم , هم , هه , ها , ية , ج

 In  David Graff version of the stemmer the stemmer two additional prefixes  .(, ه , ي

are removed (جث , سي) and two additional  suffixes  are  removed;  (جا , ا).  Kareem  

Darwish  claims  that  the  Al Stem  is  more  Aggressive  than  Light10  stemmer.  
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Graff  version  of  the  stemmer  has  two  modes  for normalization light and aggres-

sive.   

The stemmer works as follows:  

 Remove  the  following  prefixes  if  exist  from  beginning  of  the  word  in  

the  next  order  from right to left: ( , وال , فال , تال , تث , يث , تث , لث , مث , جث , سث

  (ال , لل, وي , لي , سي, في , وا , وا , لا , تا , وث , تم , لم , وم , مم , فم

 Remove the following suffixes if exist from the end of the word in the next 

order from right to left: ( , وه , ان , جي , جه , جم , مم , هم , هه , ها , ية , جل , وا  ات , وا , ون

  ( يه , ة , ه ,ي , ا , , يه

Aljlayl Stemmer [41] 

Mohammed Aljlayl developed a light stemmer used for his own information retrieval 

researches in  TREC  cross-language  track.  Aljlayl  didn’t  mention  the  prefix  or  

suffix  list  going  to  be removed from word rather he mentioned only that “ to re-

move the most frequent suffixes and prefixes” then he said “The most common suf-

fixation includes duals and plurals for masculine and feminine, possessive forms, and 

pronoun forms,” and “The definite articles and prefixes that can be  attached  to  the  

head of  the  definite  article  are considered  the  most  common  prefixes.  In addi-

tion,  the  letter  (و)  is  a  commonly  used  letter  to  start  the  sentences  within  the  

Arabic language. 

The algorithm of stripping the affixes is as follow:  

 If word length is greater than or equal 3 characters, then remove the prefix و 

   Remove  the  article  from  the  beginning  of  the  word  if  exist  then  nor-

malize   آ,· , أ    from  the beginning of the word to ا 

 If  the  length  of  the  remaining  stem  is  greater  than  or  equal  3  charac-

ters,  then  remove  the suffixes  form  the  stem  using  longest  first  strategy  

(remove  the  longest  suffix  first)  only  if remaining part of the stem is great-

er than or equal 3 characters.  

 While length of the remaining stem is greater than 3 characters do,  

o Remove  the  prefixes  form  the  stem  only  if  remaining  part  of  the  

stem  is greater  than  3 characters.  
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 Return the stem  

Light8 Stemmer [42] 

It is a light stemmer developed by Leah Larkey for the purpose of researching. The 

construction of  the  stemmer  based  on  heuristics;  try  to  remove  strings  which  

would  be  found  as  affixes  far more often than they would be found as the begin-

ning or end of an Arabic word without affixes. The stemmer removes the following 

prefixes: ( , مال, فال, و ال , وال ) and the following suffixes: ( ,ها, ان , ات , ون  يه , يه , ية, ه , ة

  (ي

The stemmer works as follows:  

 Remove و if the remainder of the word is 3 or more characters long.  

 Remove any of the definite articles if this leaves 2 or more characters.  

 Remove any of the following suffixes in order form right to left ( ها, ان , ات , ون

  .if this leaves 2 or more characters (, يه , يه , ية , ه , ة, ي

Light10 Stemmer [43] 

Light8,  which  has  been  developed  by  Leah  Larkey,  becomes  Light10  after  

some  modifications. Light10 was designed to strip  off strings that were frequently  

found as prefixes or suffixes,  but infrequently  found  at  the  beginning  or  ending  

of  stems  without  intended  to  be  exhaustive,  as light8  did  before.  Light10  tries  

to  improve  the  Information  Retrieval  (IR)  performance.  Larkey used heuristic as 

a strategy for developing here stemmer. And it did it. It outperforms most of the mor-

phological analyzers in that time; Amira 1.0, Khoja, Buckwalter morphological ana-

lyzer, etc. This is important  because some researcher claims that Light10  is not good  

because it  doesn’t return the right form of the word. The  stemmer  removes  the  fol-

lowing  prefixes:  (ال, وال, تال, مال, فال, لل, و)  and  it  removes  the following suffixes: 

( , ات , ون , يه , يه , ية , ه , ة, ي ها, ان ). The Light10 stemmer removes the same set of suf-

fixes as Light8. However, Light10 add (لل) to the prefix list to be removed. This addi-

tion made Light10 outperform Light8. Something  that  is  notable  in  Larkey  stem-

mers,  Light8  and  Light10,  that  they  only  remove definite articles. The stemmers 

don’t remove any Arabic prefixes from words. Mohamed I. El-Disooqi, Waleed M. 

Arafa & Kareem M. Darwish  
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Light10 stemmer works as follows:  

 Remove و if the remainder of the word is 3 or more characters long.  

 Remove any of the definite articles if this leaves 2 or more characters.  

 Remove any of the following suffixes in order form right to left ( , ها, ان , ات, ون

  .if this leaves 2 or more characters (يه , يه , ية , ه , ة, ي

SP_WOAL Stemmer  [69] 

Al Ameed has reviewed multiple stemmers used in TREC 2001 and 2002 cross-

language track. He  reviewed  the Al-Stem,  Light8  stemmer  and  another  stemmer  

he  called  it  TREC-2001 stemmer; which is a modified version of Larkey’s Light8 

stemmer. Then he decided to enhance the  performance  of  these  stemmers  in  two  

ways.  First  enhancement  is  done  by  adding  new affixes  to  the  existing  affixes  

of  the  mentioned  stemmers.  The  second  way  is  by  modifying  the sequence of 

algorithm components execution.  Although  the  author  was  intending  to  develop a 

stemmer  to  improve  the  performance  of information retrieval tasks, he didn’t con-

duct any IR evaluation. He also said that his stemmer is much better than the stem-

mers that have developed for the TREC cross-language track claiming that his stem-

mer produces much more correct words than other stemmers and he neglected  that it 

doesn’t depend only on the correctness of the words to make an efficient retrieval 

process. The  enhancement  produced  in  SP_WOAL  light  stemmer.  Although  the  

user  mentioned  his prefixes list  contain  17 two-characters,  the  list  contains only  

15.  However, it  contains  5  single-characters prefixes rather than 3. The stemmer 

removes the following prefixes ( ,ال, وال, تال, مال, لل, ولل, ب, ل, فا, سث, تا, ي, سي, لث, ت, لي

 and removes the (في, وتال, ن, ما, وسث, له, فث, وسه, فه, وسا, ولا, ولي, سا, سه, ولث, وله, وسي

following suffixes ( ,ا, ت, هه, ك, جه, جل, جه, و, ن, مه, جا, ما, يا, في, يه, ون, ات, ان, ي, ه, ها, هم, ة

 The stemmer is considered very aggressive stemmer. The stemmer .(يه, مم, وا, وا, جم

works as follows:  

 Remove the prefix لا from the beginning of the word  

 Recursively remove the suffix from the end of the word starting with longest 

suffixes first.  

 Non-recursively  removes  the  prefix  form  the  beginning  of  the  word  

starting  with  longest prefixes first.  
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Berkeley light stemmer [17] 

In  2002,  University  of  California  at  Berkeley  participated  only  in  the  cross-

language  track  in TREC conference. They developed a light stemmer that made 

them among the best performers in the track. They used the standard Arabic data col-

lection provided by Linguistic Data Consortium LDC to develop their light stemmer; 

they choose the affixes with the most frequently occurrence and that give highest per-

formance when practically evaluated using the test collection. The  stemmer  removes  

26  prefixes  and  22  suffixes  during  the  stemming  processing.  The  list  of  the 

prefixes that should be removed is: ( ,ال, وال, فال, مال, و, لل, ولل, ب, ل, فا, تا, سي, وم, وت, وي

 and the list of the suffixes that should be removed (وا, لا, وب, ول, وس, ما, مال, اال, سال, لال

is: (ون, ات, ان, ي, ه, ها, هم, ة, ية, مم, وا, وا, جم, ت, هه, جه, مه, ما, يا, وي, يه).  The  Berkeley  

light  stemmer works as follows:  

1. If the word is at least five-character long, remove the first three characters if 

they are one of  the following: (مال, اال, سال, لال, وال, تال, فال, مال, ولل).  

2. If the word is at least four-character long, remove the first two characters if 

they are one of the following: ( ,ما لل, فا, تا, سي, وم, وت, ال, وي, وا, لا, وب, ول, وسي  

)  

3. If the word is at least four-character long and begins with و, remove it.  

4. If the word is at least four-character long and begins with either ب or ل, re-

move ب or ل, only  if, after removing the initial character, the  resultant word 

is present in the Arabic  document collection.  

5. Recursively  strips  the  following  two-character  suffixes  in  the  order  of  

presentation  if  the word is at least four-character long before removing a suf-

fix:  (ون, ات, ان, يه, جه, جم, مه, مم, هه, يا, وي, يا, وا, ما, وا, هم, ية, ها)  

6. Recursively  strips  the  following  one-character  suffixes  in  the  order  of  

presentation  if  the character is at least three-character long before removing a 

suffix: (ت, ي, ه, ة).  

 

Kadri’s linguistic-based stemmer [44] 

The developing of the Kadri’s linguistic-based stemmer depended on idea that the Ar-

abic word consists of five part their order is; antefixes, prefixes, stem, suffixes and 

postfixes. The first part which  is  the  antefixes  is  the  prepositions  and  conjunc-
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tions.  However,  the  prefixes  are  the conjugations person of verbs. The suffixes are 

Termination of conjugation and numbers marks of the nouns. The postfixes are the 

pronouns that catch up with end of the word.  The list of Antefixes is:   ,وتال, وال, تال

 .ا, ن, ي, ت and the list of prefixes is مال, ولل, ال, وب, ول, لل, فس, فة, فل, وس, ك, ف, و,ب, ل

The list of suffixes is: جه, وا, ت, ن, ا, ي, و ,جما, يىن, جيه, جان, ات, ان, ون, يه, وا, جا, جم. And the 

list of postfixes is: مما, هما, مه, هه, جي, ها, وا, هم, مم, ك, ه, ي 

The linguistic-based stemmer has two phases to work:  

1.  Training Phase:  

 A list of stems with its frequency occurrence is build for each word using cor-

pus to avoid ambiguity that my happen when removing affixes.   

2.  The Stemming Phase:  

 The stemmer truncates possible affixes according to the above table.  

 If there an ambiguity raised for the stemmer (more than one combination was 

available), then  stemmer  selects  the  most  appropriate  candidate;  according  

to  corpus  statistics computed in the training phase. 

Restrict Stemmer [45][46] 

Nwesri [45] focused  on  removing  conjunctions, و,  and ف,  and  prepositions,  ,ل, و

  that  come  as  prefixes  in  the  beginning  of  the  words.  He  (only  in ,ب and  ,ك

2005) didn’t mention other affixes such as articles and suffixes in general. He just 

tried to find a way to recognize the two types of affixes; the conjunctions and the 

prepositions.  In [46] he developed an Arabic stemmer called  Restrict. Its  main idea 

is to retaining valid Arabic core words. This because he claimed that removing wrong 

affixes sometimes results in  incorrect  stem  and  in  most  cases  reduces  retrieval  

precision  by  conflating  different  words  to the same class. Nwesri used in his pro-

posed technique two things to improve his performance. The first was the Microsoft  

Office  2003  Arabic  spellchecker  to  ensure  that  he  extracted  only  correct  words.  

The second was simple rules or heuristics exist in Arabic language to guarantee the 

correctness of the affixes  removal. Although  these  rules  don’t  guarantee  correct-

ness  of  hundred  percent,  they improve  the  information  retrieval  performance.  

The rules  are  removing  a  prefix  keep  the remaining  word  correct,  adding  the  
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waw  or  faa  conjunction  keeps  the  modified  word  correct, altering  the  a  prefix  

with  waw  and  faa  keeps  the  modified  word  correct,  and  duplicating  a particle 

result in a wrong word except for the lam case. He  has  a  good  justification  for  de-

pending  on  correctness  of  words  for  improving  the  IR performance  as  follows,  

“Although  correct  words  are  not  the  main  target  of  stemming,  an incorrect  stem  

can  have  a  completely  different  meaning  and  correspond  to  a  wrong  index 

cluster.”  

The algorithm work as follows:  

i. Dealing with لل, prefix:  

a) If the word is correct after removing the prefix لل , then remove it.  

b) Otherwise,  The researcher  add  the  letter ا,  before  the  word,  if  the  new  

word  is  correct  The researcher  drop  one lam from the original word.  

ii. Dealing with ل, particle when precedes definite article لا:  

a) The researcher  replace  the  first  lam  with  the  letter ا,  if  the  word  exists  

in  the  lexicon  remove  the prefix  without  check  lexicon  (he  depends  on  

that  the  words  that  start  with  lam  cannot preceded by Alef)  

b) The researcher remove the first letter and check to see whether The researcher 

can drop the first lam. 

iii.  (Here could be one of the three algorithms suggested by Nwesri )  

iv. If a word starting with either waw or faa and after stemming has three or more 

characters that has either waw, kaf, baa, or lam as its first character  

v. He suggested three algorithms to handle the conjunctions and the prepositions. 

All the algorithms depend on checking the words in the lexicon after removing 

the first letter as follows:  

 Remove and Check in Lexicon (RCL)  

o The prefix of a word is removed if the remaining word exists in the Arabic 

lexicon.  

 Replace and Remove (RR)  

o Remove the prefix and check the remaining word in lexicon  

o If  exist,  produce  to  instances  of  the  remaining  word  by  appending  

waw  and  faa  to  the beginning of the word and check them if they correct 

words  
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o If both of the new instances are correct then the prefix is removed  

o Otherwise the original word is returned  

 Replicate and Remove (RPR)  

o Remove the prefix and check the remaining word in the lexicon  

 If the word not exist go to the duplicate step   

 If the word exist return the original word  

 Duplicate the initial letter except the lam and check the new word in the 

lexicon  

o If the word exist, return the original word  

o Else, remove the prefix  

o For  the  words  start  with  the  letter  lam,  The researcher  add  both  baa  

and  kaf  instead  of  replicating them  

 If both new instances are incorrect, The researcher remove the first lam.  

 Else keep the original word.  

Stemming algorithm:  

 Dealing with لل, prefix:  

o Replace the prefix لل, with ل, if the new word is in the lexicon remove the 

first ل 

o Else return the original word  

 Use the RPR method to remove the conjunctions and prepositions.  

 Remove the definite article لا, from the beginning of the word  

 If the word starts with ن, ت, ي, س and ا, generate two instances of the word by 

adding ك, and لا, to the beginning of the word, if either of the new words exist 

in the lexicon  

o Return original word  

o Else, remove the starting letter  

 Repeat the previous step until the condition is not longer exist  

 Remove the suffixes هه, هما, هم,ها 

 If the word ends with ان, replace it with يه, and remove it only if the word ex-

ists in lexicon.  

 If the word ends with ات, replace the suffix with ة only if:  

o Removing the suffix produces a word that exists in the lexicon, or  
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o Replacing the suffix with ة, produces a word that exists in the lexicon  

 If the word ends with يه, remove the suffix only if:  

o Replacing the suffix with ان, produces a word that exist in the lexicon, or  

o Replacing the suffix with ون, produces a word that exist in the lexicon  

 If the word ends with ون remove the suffix  only if replacing the suffix with يه, 

produces  a word that exists in the lexicon,  

 Else, remove it if the word start with ي, or سي,   

 Remove the suffixes وا, ية ,يه ,ه ,ة 

 If the word ends with ي, remove the suffix only if:  

o Removing the suffix produces a word that exists in the lexicon, or  

o Replacing the suffix with ها, produces a word that exist in the lexicon, or  

o Replacing the suffix with ه, produces a word that exist in the lexicon  

One limitation of his method is that it needs a lexicon contains all the forms of all the 

words in Arabic  language  which  is  very  difficult  to  obtain.  He  used  Microsoft  

office  2003  proof  kit  as resource of Arabic words. It contains about 15,500,000 Ar-

abic words.  

Beltagy Stemmer [47] 

Samhaa  El-Beltagy  and  Ahmed  Rafea  have  proposed  a  stemming technique  that  

not  only  removes  prefixes  and  suffixes  from  the  beginning  and  the  end  of  the 

word, but also converts the irregular plural form of the word to its singular form.  The  

stemmer  also  is  a  domain  specific  stemmer  which  conducts  stemming  according  

to  the domain of the collection of text to be indexed. The domain specific idea is im-

plemented using a stem list that contains the words and their stems. So, before accept-

ing a stem that produce from a word using stem-based stemmer, the system check 

whether the produced stem exist in the list or not. This idea is helpful since words 

could have different stems on different domain. For example, the word “دقيقة” could 

have the following different meanings: minute and very fine. In the first sense, stem-

ming  is  going  to  harm  the  word.  However,  stemming  will  be  good  choice  for  

the  second meaning. For simplicity, The researcher refer to the stemmer as Beltagy 

Stemmer. The stemmer first has to be built or trained then it can be used for stem-

ming. The construction of the stemmer is done using a subset of the documents to be 

stemmed. The construction done as follow:   
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 A subset of documents from the corpus to be stemmed is selected for the stem 

list building.  

 Through a user interface, the user checks the stem list to verify its correctness.  

 The  user  can  provides  stems  he  wanted  for  specific  words  that  he  

wants  to  stem  them  in  a particular way.  

In the second phase (operational phase),   

 Stemming can be done by checking whether the possible stem exists in the 

stem list or not.  

 The stemmer has two modes; restrict mode (the original word is returned if the 

word does not exist  in  the  stem  list  or  the  corpus)  and  light  stemming  

mode  (the  stem  rather  than  the original word is returned if the word I not 

exist in the stem list or the corpus).  

Stemming algorithm is done in the two phases. In the training phase the stemmed 

word checked only  in  the  corpus,  but  in  the  stemming  phase  the  word  checked  

in  the  stem  list  and  the  in  the document:  

 Remove the following prefixes if the length of the remaining word is greater 

than or equal 2: وفال, ومال, ولل ,فال ,مال ,تال ,وال ,ال 

 Remove the prefixes ب, ل, ف, ك, و, only if the remaining word exists in the 

stem dictionary or in the input document collection.  

 Remove the prefixes لا, if the length of the remaining word is greater than or 

equal 2  

 Remove the suffixes ت,اجه, ات, يا only if   

o The remaining word exists in the stem dictionary or in the input document 

collection, or,  

o  Adding ة, to the remaining word and the modified word exist in the stem 

dictionary or in  

the input document collection,  

 Remove the suffixes ه, وا, ون, هاة, ه, ي, يه, ية, ان, ي   only if   

o The remaining word exists in the stem dictionary or in the input document 

collection, or,  
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o If the remaining word ends with ت, replace the ت, with ة and check if it ex-

ists in the stem dictionary or in the input document collection,  

 There are two limitations for this stemming technique. First, the stemmer has to be 

used with a specific domain. It cannot be used as a general stemmer. This means that 

there is no sense to be compared with the Light10 stemmer. The second limitation is 

the stem list which is built during  the  construction  phase  has  to  have  the  user  

intervention  to  edit  the  mistakes  done  by  the stemmer. 

2.4. Applying Statistic Stemmer on Arabic Text 

Statistical techniques have widely been applied to automatic morphological analysis 

in the field of computational linguistics. For example, Gold Smith finds the best set of 

frequently occurring stems and suffixes using an information theoretic measure [48]. 

Oard et al. Consider the most frequently occurring word-final n-grams (1,2,3 and 4-

grams) to be suffixes [49]. Although such systems can be used on many different lan-

guages, they cannot be expected to perform well on language like Arabic in which 

suffixing is not the only inflectional process. 

Mayfield et al. have developed a system which combines word-based and 6-gram 

based retrieval, which performs remarkably well for many languages [50]including 

Arabic [51]. 

Al-Fares and De Roeck [52] used clustering on Arabic words to find classes sharing 

the same root. Their clustering was based on morphological similarity, using a string 

similarity metric tailored to Arabic morphology, which was applied after removing "a 

small number of obvious affixes". They evaluated the technique by comparing the de-

rived clusters to "correct" classes. They didn't assess the performance in an infor-

mation retrieval context. 

Mustafa and Al-Radaideh [16] (have examined the performance of N-matching 

techniques for Arabic word-based string searching. They addressed the problem of 

finding morphologically related words in a text using two N-gram strategies: dia-
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grams and trigrams. The results showed that diagrams strategy offered a better overall 

performance, in terms of conflation recall and precision ratios, than the trigrams strat-

egy. However, when their performance values were evaluated using the sign test, the 

two methods were found significance. 

De Roeck and Al-Fares [52] tested N-gram matching to assess its potential for clus-

tering Arabic words sharing the same root. To do so, two strategies were tested: pure-

ly conventional N-gram matching and are fined two-stage approach in which potential 

affixes and weak letters were preprocessed to give relevance to root consonants only. 

The results gave a strong indication that the two-stage strategy involved improvement 

over Adamson algorithm. However, the small size of data sets used in the experiment 

should be considered as a limiting factor in these results. 

Mayfied, Mc Namee, Costelb, Piakto and Banerjee [51] investigated the use of N-

grams for Arabic retrieval in TREC 2001. They found that N-grams with N=4 were 

most effective. Using the same Corpus, this work was continued in TREC 2002 by 

McNamee, Piatko, and Mayfield with some modifications on the original research 

setup and tokenization. Plain 4-grams did quite well, but the hybrid scheme involving 

the combination of words plus N-grams of length 3,4 and 5 was the best performing 

approach. 

Using the TREC Arabic corpus as a test bed, X4 et al. evaluated a number of search 

strategies for the retrieval of Arabic documents. Experimental results showed that 

spelling normalization and stemming could significantly improve Arabic monolingual 

retrieval. The best results were obtained with trigrams suggestion that bigrams carry 

too little contextual information while 4-gram and longer ones simply simulate word 

or stem-based retrieval. 

Darwish [53] explored the effectiveness of OCR-based information retrieval using 

different Arabic index terms including three categories: character N-grams, terms ob-

tained through morphological analysis, and combination of both. The results indicated 

that N-grams of length 3 and 4, and combinations of N-grams with lightly stemmed 

words were well suited for OCR-degraded Arabic text retrieval.  
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Probabilistic structured methods were shown in figure 2.1 is to improve N-gram 

matching. The same conclusion, in respect to N-grams of length 3 and 4, was pointed 

out earlier by Darwish and Oard.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: N-gram procedure 

An N-gram [54] is an N-character slice of a string. The N-gram method is language 

independent and works well in the case of noisy-text (text that contains typographical 

errors). The researcher used tri-grams for text classification. The tri-grams of a string 

or token is a set of continuous 3-letter slices of the string. For example, the tri-grams 

for the word  

-In general, a word of length w has w – z tri. عيه , دعي, ودع, مىد, لمى, الم: are المىدعيه[7]

grams According to Zipf;s law [55]: 

"The nth most common word in a human language text occurs with a frequency in-

versely proportional to n". 

This has the implication that documents belonging to the same class or category will 

have similar N-gram frequency distributions. 

Text Textual Tokens 
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Text Token 

N-Gram 

Procedure 
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Figure 2.2: Frequency Distribution of Tri-gram 

Figure 2.2 shows the Tri-gram frequency distribution for a text document belonging 

to the sports category from our corpus. It clearly shows that the frequencies of the 

most common Tri-grams are inversely proportional to their rank. 
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Chapter 3 : Background 

This  chapter  describes  famous TC  algorithms:  Support  Vector  Machines  

(SVMs),  K Nearest  Neighbors  (KNN),  Decision  Trees  (DT),  Naive  Bayes  (NB),  

and  Naive  Bayes  variants (Multinomial  Naive  Bayes  (MNB),  Complement  

(CNB),  and  Discriminative  Multinomial  Naive Bayes  (DMNB)). The  followings  

are  brief  overview  on  the  classification  algorithms  mentioned above.   

The  goal  of  classification is to build a set of models that can correctly predict the 

class of the different objects. The input to these methods is a set of objects (i.e., train-

ing data), the classes which  these  objects  belong  to  (i.e.,  dependent  variables),  

and  a  set  of  variables  describing different  characteristics  of  the  objects (i.e., in-

dependent variables). Once such a predictive model is  built,  it  can be used to predict 

the class of the objects for which class information is not known a  priori.  The  key  

advantage  of  supervised  learning  methods over unsupervised methods is having an 

explicit  knowledge  of the classes [30] [56] [57][58]. 

3.1. Naive Bayes (NB) 

A  Bayes  classifier  is  a  simple  probabilistic  classifier  based  on  applying  Bayes'  

theorem (from  Bayesian  statistics)  with  strong  (naïve)  independence  assumptions  

[30] [56] [57][58]. In simple  terms,  a naive Bayes  classifier  assumes  that  the  

presence  (or  absence)  of  a  particular feature  of  a  class  is  unrelated  to  the pres-

ence (or absence) of any other feature. For example, a fruit  may  be  considered  to  

be  an  apple  if it is red, round, and about 4" in diameter. Even if these features de-

pend on each other or upon the existence of the other features, a naive Bayes classifier 

considers  all  of  these  properties  to  independently  contribute  to  the  probability  

that  this  fruit  is an apple [30] [56] [57][58] . 
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3.2. Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) 

The  multinomial  model  of naive Bayesian  classification  algorithm  captures  the  

word frequency  information  in  document.  So  it  requires  the  word frequency  that 

is  not weighted  and normalized [46] [57][58].Using  multinomial  probabilistic  

model  as  a Bayesian  assumption  tries  to  overcome  the drawback  of  using  mul-

tivariate  Bernoulli  model  which  represent  a  text  document  as  a  vector  of binary  

attributes  indicating  which  words  occur  and  do  not  occur  in  the  document.  In  

Bernoulli model,  the number  of  times a  word  occurs  in  a  document  is  not  cap-

tured.  When  calculating the probability  of  a  document,  one  multiplies  the  proba-

bility  of  all  attribute  values,  including  the probability  of non-occurrence for 

words that do not occur in  the document [46][58].   

On  the  other  hand, multinomial  probabilistic  model is a  uni-grams  language  

model  with integer  word  counts.  The  document  is  represented  by  a  set  of  word  

occurrences  from  the document.  The  number  of  occurrences  of  each  word in  the  

document  is  captured.  When calculating  the  probability  of  a  document,  one  

multiplies  the  probabilities  of each word  that occur.  

The individual word occurrences can be understood as event and the document to be 

the collection  of  word  events. This  model  is  called  multinomial  event  model.  

This  approach  is  more traditional  in  statistical  language  modeling  for  speech  

recognition,  where  it  would  be  called  uni-grams  language model [46][58].  

Naive  Bayes  is  a  popular  technique  for  this  application  because  it  is  very  fast  

and  quite accurate.  However,  this  does  not  take  into  account  the  number  of  

occurrences  of  each  word, which  is  potentially  useful  information  when  deter-

mining  the  category  of  a  document.  Instead,  a document can  be  viewed  as a  

bag  of  words a set  that  contains  all the  words  in  the  document, with multiple  

occurrences  of a  word  appearing  multiple times  (technically,  a set  includes  each  

of its  members  just  once,  whereas  a  bag  can  have  repeated  elements).  Word  

frequencies  can  be accommodated  by  applying  a  modified  form  of naive  Bayes  

that  is  sometimes  described  as multinomial  Naive Bayes. [58] 
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3.3. Complement Naive Bayes (CNB) 

This  approach  use  simple,  heuristic  solutions  to  some  of  the  problems  with na-

ive Bayes classifiers. The  approach addresses both  systemic  issues  as  well  as  

problems  that arise because text is not actually  generated according  to a multinomial 

model [59].  

One  systemic  problem  is  that  when  one  class  has  more  training  examples  than  

another, naive Bayes  selects  poor  weights  for  the  decision  boundary.  This is due 

to an under-studied bias effect  that  shrinks  weights  for  classes  with  few  training  

examples.  To  balance  the  amount  of training  examples  used  per  estimate,  a 

complement  class formulation  of  naive Bayes  was introduced  by Rennie et. al. 

[58].  

Another systemic  problem  with  naive  Bayes  is  that  features  are  assumed  to  be 

independent.  As  a  result,  even  when  words  are  dependent,  each  word  contrib-

utes  evidence individually.  Thus  the  magnitude  of  the  weights  for  classes  with  

strong  word  dependencies  is larger  than  for  classes  with  weak  word  dependen-

cies.  To  keep  classes  with  more dependencies from dominating,  the approach 

normalizes the classification  weights [58].   

In  addition  to  systemic  problems,  multinomial  naive  Bayes  does  not  model  text  

well. Presenting  a  simple  transform  enables naive Bayes  to  instead  emulate  a  

power  law  distribution that  matches  real  term  frequency  distributions  more  

closely.  Rennie  et.  al. [58] discussed two other  pre-processing  steps,  common  for  

information  retrieval  but  not  for  naive  Bayes classification,  that  incorporate  real  

world  knowledge  of  text  documents (TF transformation, IDF transformation  and  

normalization).  They  significantly  boost  classification  accuracy.   

The improved  classification  accuracy is  worthwhile.  Complement  Naive Bayes  

(CNB)  classifier made  simple  corrections  to NB and  it  approaches the  accuracy  

of  the Support Vector Machines (SVMs)  while  being  faster  and  easier  to  imple-

ment  than  the  SVMs  and  most  modern-day classifiers [58]. 
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3.4. Discriminative Multinomial Naive Bayes (DMNB) 

Learning  Bayesian  networks  from  data  has  two  elements:  structure  learning  and 

parameter  learning. Given a fixed  Bayesian  network  structure,  parameters learning 

can take two different  approaches:  generative  and  discriminative  learning.  While  

generative  parameter learning  is  more  efficient,  discriminative  parameter  learning  

is  more  effective.  Discriminative Frequency  Estimate  DFE  provides  simple,  effi-

cient,  and  effective  discriminative  parameter learning  method  which  learns  pa-

rameters  by discriminatively  computing  frequencies  from data [60].  

Empirical  studies of  [60] show  that  the DFE algorithm  integrates  the  advantages  

of  both generative  and  discriminative  learning.  DFE  performs  as  well  as  the  

state-of-the-art discriminative  parameter  learning  method,  gradient  descent  based  

parameter  learning [61], in accuracy,  but  is  significantly  more  efficient. The  mo-

tivation is  to  turn  the  generative  parameter learning method, Frequency  Estimate 

FE, into  a  discriminative  one  by  injecting  a discriminative element  into  it. DFE  

discriminatively  computes  frequencies  from  data,  and  then  estimates parameters  

based  on  the  appropriate frequencies.  

The empirical  studies  show  that DFE inherits the  advantages  of  both  generative  

and  discriminative  learning [60]. In  the  following,  The researcher  shall describe 

frequency estimate,  and discriminative  frequency estimate. 

3.4.1. Frequency Estimate 

Let the capital letters   be a discrete random variable. The lower-case letters   is used 

for the  value  taken  by  variable  ,  and   ijrefers  to  the  variable    taking  on  its 

    value. Let the boldface capital letters   be a set of variables, and the boldface 

lower case letters   for the values of  variables  in  .   

The  training data   consists of a set of finite number of training instances, and an  

instance e  is  represented  by  a vector       where c is the class label. In general, the 

symbol hat‖ to indicate  parameter estimates. A  Bayesian  network  encodes  a  joint  

probability  distribution         by  a  set  of  local distributions P for each variable. 

By forcing the class variable   to be the parent of each variable   , The researcher 

can compute the posterior  probability          from eq. 3.1 
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                           3.1 

Where   is  a  normalization  factor,  and     denotes the set of parents of variable   . 

Note that  the  class  variable   is  always  one  parent  of   .  In naive Bayes,    only  

contains  the  class variable   .        is  called  the  prior  probability  and            

is  called  the  local  probability distribution  of   . 

3.4.2. Discriminative Frequency Estimate 

Discriminative  Frequency  Estimate  (DFE)  is  a  discriminative  parameter  learning 

algorithm for  Bayesian  network  classifiers. When  counting  a  training  instance  in 

FE,  simply increase  the  corresponding  frequencies  by  1.  Consequently, The re-

searcher do not directly take the effect on classification  into  account  in  computing  

frequencies.  In  fact,  at  any  step  in  this  process,  The researcher actually  have a  

classifier  on  hand: the  classifier  whose local  probabilities  are  computed using  the 

current entries (frequencies) in CPTs [60].  

Thus, when counting an instance, The researcher can apply the current classifier to it, 

and then update the  corresponding  entries  based  on  how  well (bad) the current 

classifier predicts on the instance. Intuitively,  if  the instance  can  be  classified  per-

fectly,  there  is  no  need  to  change  any  entries.  In general,  given  an  instance  e,  

The researcher can  compute  the  difference  between  the true probability       and  

the  predicted  probability) generated  by  the  current  parameters,  where c is  the  

true class  of  ,  and  then  update  the  corresponding  entries  based  on  the  differ-

ence.  Furthermore,  the    process can be generalized such that The researcher can 

count each instance more than once (as many as needed)  until a convergence  occurs.  

This  is  the  basic  idea  of DFE.  More  precisely,  the DFE parameter  learning  algo-

rithm  iterates  through  the  training  instances.  For each  instance e,  DFE firstly  

computes  the  predicted  probability),  and  then  updates  the  frequencies  in corre-

sponding CPTs using  the  difference  between  the  true        and the predicted). 

Here M is  a  pre-defined  maximum  number  of steps [60].      is  the  prediction  

loss  for  training  instance  e based  on the current parameters. 

                     3.2 
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In  general        are  difficult  to  know  in  classification  task,  because  the  in-

formation  The researcher have  for c is  only  the  class  label.   

Thus,  The researcher  assume  that              when e is  in  class  c in the imple-

mentations.  Note  this  assumption  may  not  be  held  if  data  cannot be  separated  

completely, and thus may introduce  bias to our probability  estimation.  

 

3.5. Support vector machines (SVMs) 

A support vector machine (SVMs) is a set of related supervised learning methods 

used for classification  and  regression.  In  simple  words,  given  a  set  of  training  

examples,  each  marked  as belonging  to  one  of  two  categories, SVMs training 

algorithm builds a model that predicts whether a  new example falls into one category 

or the other.  

Intuitively, SVMs model is a representation of the  examples  as  points  in  space,  

mapped  so  that  the  examples  of  the  separate  categories  are divided by a clear 

gap that is as wide as possible. New examples are then mapped into that same space  

and  predicted  to  belong  to  a  category  based  on  which side of the gap they fall on 

[46] [57].  

More  formally,  a  support  vector machine constructs a hyper plane or set of hyper 

planes in a  high  dimensional  space,  which can  be  used  for  classification,  regres-

sion  or  other  tasks.  

Intuitively,  a  good  separation  is  achieved  by  the  hyper plane  that  has  the  larg-

est  distance  to  the nearest  training  data  points  of  any  class  (so-called  functional  

margin),  since  in general the larger the margin  the lower the generalization  error of 

the classifier [46] [57][58].  

SVMs was derived  from  statistical  learning  theory  by  Vapnik,  et  al.  in  1992 

[46] [57][58]. 

SVMs  became  famous  when,  using  images  as  input,  it  gave  accuracy compara-

ble  to  neural network  with  hand-designed  features  in  a  handwriting  recognition  

task.  Currently, SVMs  is widely  used  in  object  detection and recognition,  con-

tent-based  image  retrieval,  text  recognition, biometrics,  speech  recognition, 
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speaker  identification,  benchmarking  time-series  prediction  tests. Using SVMs in 

text classification  is proposed by [47],  and subsequently  used in [30][84].   

The following  summarizes SVMs steps:   

 Map the data to a predetermined very high-dimensional space via a kernel func-

tion.  

 Find the hyper plane that maximizes the margin between the two classes.  

 If data are not separable find the hyper plane that maximizes the margin and min-

imizes the (a weighted average of the) misclassifications.  

SVMs  can  be  used  for  both  linear  and  nonlinear  data. It  uses  a  nonlinear  map-

ping  to transform  the  original  training  data  into  a  higher  dimension. With  the  

new  dimension,  it searches for  the  linear  optimal  separating  hyper plane  (i.e.,  

decision  boundary). With  an  appropriate nonlinear  mapping  to  a  sufficiently  high  

dimension,  data  from  two  classes  can  always  be separated  by  a  hyper plane. 

SVMs finds this hyper plane using support vectors (essential training tuples)  and  

margins  (defined  by  the  support  vectors)[46] [57][86]. 

SVMs is  effective  on high dimensional data because the complexity of trained classi-

fier is characterized  by  the number of  support  vectors  rather  than  the  dimension-

ality  of  the  data,  the support  vectors  are  the  essential  or  critical  training  exam-

ples,  they  lie  closest  to  the  decision boundary, If  all  other  training  examples  are  

removed  and  the  training  is  repeated,  the  same separating  hyper plane  would  be  

found.  The  number  of  support  vectors  found  can  be  used  to compute  an  (up-

per)  bound  on  the  expected  error  rate  of  the  SVMs  classifier,  which  is inde-

pendent  of  the  data  dimensionality. Thus,  an SVMs with  a  small  number  of  

support  vectors can have good generalization,  even when the dimensionality  of the 

data is high [86][56] [57] [26]. 

 

3.6. Vector Space Model (VSM) and Term Weighting Schema 

The aim of term weighting is to enhance  text  document representation  as  feature  

vector or  vector  space  model  (VSM).  Popular  term  weighting schemes are Boole-

an model (which indicates absence or presence of a word with Booleans  0  or  1  re-
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spectively), word  count  (  ),  normalized  word  count,  term  pruning, Term Fre-

quency  (  ), and Term Frequency-Inverse  Document  Frequency (      ).  

 

Term frequency         is the number that the term   occurred in the document d. 

Document frequency       is number of  documents  in  which  the  term t occur  at  

least  once.  The  inverse  document  frequency  can  be calculated from document 

frequency using the formula log(num of Docs/num of Docs with word i). The  inverse  

document  frequency  of  a  term  is  low  if  it  occurs  in many documents and high if 

the  term  occurs  in  only  few  documents.  Term  discrimination  consideration sug-

gests that the best terms  for  document  content  identification  are  those  able  to  

distinguish  certain  individual documents  from  the  collection.   

 

This  implies  that  the  best  terms  should  have  high  term frequencies  but  low  

overall  collection  frequencies  (num  of  Docs  with  word  i).  A  reasonable measure  

of  term  importance  may  then  be  obtained  by  using  the  product  of  the  term  

frequency and the inverse  document frequency          ) [62] [63][49]. 

 

In  many  situations,  short  documents  tend  to  be  represented  by  short-term  vec-

tors, whereas  much  larger-term  sets  are  assigned  to  the  longer  documents.  

Normally,  all  text documents  should  have  the  same  importance  for  text  mining  

purposes.  This  suggests  that  a normalization  factor  to  be  incorporated  into  the  

term-weighting  to  equalize  the  length  of  the document  vectors [62] [63][49]. 

 

3.6.1. Term weighting equation 

The  term  count  in a given  document  is  simply  the  number  of times a given term 

appears in  that  document.  This  count  is  usually  normalized  to  prevent  a  bias  

towards  longer documents (which  may  have  a  higher  term  count  regardless  of  

the  actual  importance  of  that term  in  the document)  to  give  a  measure  of  the  

importance  of  the  term    within the particular document   . Thus The researcher 

have the term frequency, defined  as follows [17] [19]. 

       
   

∑      
 3.3 
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Where      is the number of occurrences of the considered term      in  

Term Frequency Transformation =               

document   , and the denominator  is the sum of number of occurrences of all terms 

in document   . A variation of    is to apply log transformation  to term frequency 

[17] [19]. 

 

The  inverse  document  frequency  is  a  measure  of  the  general  importance  of  the  

term (obtained  by  dividing  the  total  number  of  documents  by  the  number  of  

documents containing the term, and then taking  the logarithm  of that quotient). 

         
   

          
 3.4 

Where |   | is the total number of documents in the corpus and  is number of docu-

ments  where  the  term ti appears  (that  is          ).  If  the  term  is  not in the cor-

pus, this will lead to a division-by-zero.  It is therefore common  to use 1+  [19]Then 

                          3.5 

 

A high weight in        is reached by a high term frequency (in the given docu-

ment) and a low  document  frequency  of  the  term  in  the  whole  collection  of  

documents;  the  weights  hence tend  to  filter  out  common  terms.  The        

value for a term will always be greater than or equal to zero [17] [19]. 

 

The   –     weight (term frequency–inverse document frequency) is a weight often 

used in information  retrieval  and  text  mining.  This  weight  is  a  statistical  meas-

ure  used  to  evaluate  how important  a  word  is  to  a  document  in  a  collection  or  

corpus.  The  importance  increases proportionally  to  the  number  of  times  a  word  

appears  in  the  document  but  is  offset  by  the frequency of the word in the corpus.  

 

Variations of the   –     weighting scheme are often used by search engines as a cen-

tral tool in scoring and ranking a document's relevance given a user query [17] [19]. 

One  of the simplest ranking functions is computed by summing the        for each 

query term; many more sophisticated  ranking  functions  are variants of this simple  

model [17] [19]. 
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Suppose  The researcher  have  a  set  of Arabic text documents and wish to determine 

which document  is most relevant to the query " انمهكتثازك انرْ تٕدي  " ("Blessed be the 

King in his hand").  A simple way to start out  is  by  eliminating  documents  that  do  

not  contain  all four  words "تٕدي" َ"انرْ" ,"تثازك", and "انمهك" but  this  still  leaves  

many  documents.  To  further  distinguish them,  The researcher  might  count  the 

number  of  times  each  term  occurs  in  each  document  and  sum  them all  togeth-

er;  the  number  of times  a  term  occurs  in  a  document  is  called  term  frequency.  

However,  because  the  terms "ْانر" is so  common,  this  will  tend  to incorrectly 

emphasize documents which happen to use the  word  "ْانر"  more,  without  giving  

enough  weight  to  the  more  meaningful  terms "تٕدي","تثازك" and "انمهك". The  term 

  is not  a  good  keyword  to  distinguish  relevant  and non-relevant  documents "انرْ"

and  terms  like  "تٕدي","تثازك" and "انمهك"  that occur rarely are good keywords to dis-

tinguish  relevant  documents  from  the  non-relevant  documents.  Hence  an  inverse  

document frequency  factor  is  incorporated  which  diminishes  the  weight of terms 

that occur very frequently in the collection  and increases the weight of terms that oc-

cur rarely [17] [19]. 

 

3.6.2.        example 

Consider  a  document  containing  200  words  wherein  the  word "تثازك" appears  8  

times.  Following  the  previously  defined  formulas,  the term frequency      for 

cow is then               .  

Now,  assume  The researcher  have  20  million  documents and "تثازك" appears in 

four thousands of these. Then, the  inverse  document  frequency  is  calculated  as 

                              . The        score is the product  of these quan-

tities:  0.04 × 3.67 = 0.1468.  

The        weighting scheme is often used in the vector space model together with 

cosine similarity  to determine the similarity  between two documents. 
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Chapter 4  : Methodology 

In this research, The researcher propose a new method for stemming to solve many of 

the ambiguity problems related to light stemming and improve the performance of 

stemming that benefit for many application like information retrieval, classification, 

…etc.  

Stemmers are basic elements in query systems, indexing, web search engines and in-

formation retrieval systems (IRS).  Stemming offers the benefits of  minimizing stor-

age requirements by eliminating redundant terms, as well as increasing matching 

probability for document comparison and unifying vocabulary [1].  

Unfortunately, stemming can cause errors in the form of over-stemming, mis-

stemming and under-stemming. These errors decrease the effectiveness of stemming 

algorithms [2] however reducing one type of errors can lead to an increase of the oth-

er [3].  

Over-stemming occurs when two words with different stems are stemmed to the same 

root. An over-stemming example is when the word “فعَهٍا” and “فعهٍا” are merged to-

gether after stemming.  

Under-stemming occurs when two words that should be stemmed to the same root are 

not, for example, when the stemmer fails to conflate the words “adhere” and the word 

“adhesion” to the same root.   

Mis-stemming is defined as “taking off what looks like an ending, but is really part of 

the stem[4] for example, stemming the word “َندٔه” to “ند” or the word "كسوك" to “زن”.  

 The challenges associated with stemming are even more pronounced in Arabic. Ara-

bic  is one of the most complex languages, in both its spoken and written forms. How-

ever, it is also one of the most common languages in the world. The Arabic language 

exhibits a very complicated morphological structure. 
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In the first time, The researcher divide the words into noun and verbs this step is very 

important because the noun when return it to the root The researcher lost valuable in-

formation, for example (مكتثح) when return it to the root is (كتة) in the valuable infor-

mation this differ is very important for information retrieval perhaps towards for In-

tention user. To distinguish the noun from verb, The researcher base on real infor-

mation, which is that the preposition does not have to come after noun. The researcher 

note that a sub list of stop words preceding verbs and a sub list of stop words preced-

ing nouns. 

Stop words (functional words or structural word list[1]) are words that either carry no 

meaning or are very common[22] thus do not represent the document. Stop  words list 

usually contains prepositions, pronouns, and conjunctions.  Text processing often per-

forms stop words removal early in the process, although there is currently no stand-

ardized list of Arabic Stop Words. The current available Arabic stop words list 

[9]introduces less than 200 words.   

The researcher was able to define more than 2,200 stop words and categorize them 

into “useful” and “useless” stop words.  Useless stop words are stop words that are 

used extensively and  give no benefits to the subsequent words.  On the contrary, use-

ful  stop words are words that can indicate the syntactical categories of the subsequent 

words. Unfortunately, due to the early removal of the stop words, this valuable infor-

mation is lost. The researcher believe that the useful stop words can help us identify 

nouns and verbs and direct us into the appropriate stemming.   
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4.1. Stemming Algorithm(Shaqalieh Stemmer) 

Figure 4.1 shows the general diagram of the proposed Shaqalieh stemmer. It consists 

of 8 steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: general diagram of the proposed Shaqalieh stemmer 
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The details of each step in the proposed stemmer will be discussed in next lines. 

4.1.1. Dividing Text into Words 

The first step of the stemmer is dividing the input text into words. Divide the text into 

words depends on the space after each word. For example, The stemmer will state the 

sentence "انمٍىدس أحمد ٔثسمج انمجرع" into 4 words .انمٍىدس, أحمد, ٔثسمج, انمجرع 

4.1.2. Normalization 

The second step in the stemmer is normalization of the words to set data more con-

sistent. Normalization process in the proposed stemmer is the similar to the normali-

zation process in light-10 stemmer which run as following : 

1. Convert text to Unicode  

2. Remove diacritics and punctuation 

3. Remove non letter (for example, numbers) 

4. Replace آ with double alif اا 

5. Replace ِ with ا 

6. Replace initial  إ with أ 

7. Replace all Hamza forms ئ,ؤ,ء with أ 

4.1.3. Classify Stop Word precedes Nouns and Stop Word precedes 

Verbs 

The third step, The researcher know a stop words (functional words or structural 

words) are words that either carry no meaning or are very common thus do not repre-

sent the document. Stop words list usually contains prepositions, pronouns, and con-

junctions. Text processing often performs stop words removal early in the process, 

although there is currently no standardized list of Arabic stop words. The current  

available Arabic stop words list.  

 

The researcher able to categorize them into "useful" and "useless" stop words. Useless 

stop words are stop words that are used extensively and give no benefits to the subse-

quent words So The researcher delete all useless stop words. On the contrary, Useful 

stop words are words that can indicate the syntactical categories of the subsequent 

words. The researcher believe that the useful stop words can help us identify nouns 

and verbs where there is stop words precedes nouns and precedes verbs and direct us 

into appropriate stemming. 
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4.1.4. Delete All Stop Word 

When finish the elicit nouns and verbs by using stop words these stop words becomes 

no benefits and existence in the documents cause  consuming time without usefulness. 

4.1.5. Searching in Irregular words 

In this step, the stemmer will search for any word in a table of irregular words, to find 

out if the word exists in this table or not. If it exist, the stemmer returns the same 

word. The following table 4.1 shows sample of words the stemming it is the same 

word and contains twenty-six irregular words which were inserted in the table 4.1.  

Table 4.1: Irregular words list 

Irregular Word Stem Irregular Word Stem 

 برٌطاوٍا برٌطاوٍا الله الله

 سورٌا سورٌا رضوان رضوان

 امرٌكا امرٌكا نبىان نبىان

 بغداد بغداد انماوٍا انماوٍا

 سىواث سىواث مهٍون مهٍون

 انسعودٌت انسعودٌت انخهفزٌون انخهفزٌون

 انبٍاواث انبٍاواث فروسا فروسا

 

4.1.6. Applying Light Stemmer on Nouns 

Light stemming is to find the representative indexing form of a word by the applica-

tion of truncation of affixes.  

The main goal of light stemming is to retain the word meaning intact and so improves 

the retrieval performance of an Arabic information retrieval system. Many light 

stemming methods like Larkey stemmer classifies the affixes to four kinds of affixes 

(antefixes, prefixes, suffixes and postfixes) that can be attached to its root. 

The following example, Table 4.2, shows a sample of a word and its affixes 

Table 4.2: A word and its affixes 

Antefix Prefix Core Suffix Postfix 

 ٌم َ واقش ٔـ نـ
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So from the above example The researcher see that if The researcher could remove all 

affixes of word then The researcher will get the stemmed word which is not the root 

but basic word without any affixes and so The researcher maintain the meaning of the 

word and improve the search effectiveness.  

As The researcher see in related works, there are major problem in light stemming is 

that in many cases there is ambiguity. So The researcher will introduce a method for 

detecting such an ambiguity and to find if specific sequence is an affix or is part of the 

original word and thus The researcher solve this ambiguity issue that may lead to a 

completely unexpected behavior. 

The weakness of Larkey is that its remove affixes that predefined in the list without 

checking if a remained is a stem. And in some cases, truncates it from the word and 

produces an erroneous stem. 

The researcher are introducing a new method for stemming to solve many of the am-

biguity problems related to light stemming as shown in figure 4.2. 

Our method depends on set of possible affixes in which The researcher only have a 

prefix and suffix, in our prefixes The researcher combined all possible antefixes and 

prefixes to generate one complete list and in our postfixes and The researcher end up 

with the following list grouped by number of characters as shown in table 4.3 and ta-

ble 4.4: 

Table 4.3: Arabic prefixes 

Prefix 1 ي ث ن ب ل 

Prefix 2 ال نم سً سه كافا نً نج نه فج فً فه 

Prefix 3 وال بال فال كال ونم وسً وسج وسه وسا ولا ونً ونج ونه 

Prefix 4 وبال وكال 

 

Table 4.4: Arabic suffixes 

Suffix 1 ي ة ك و ي ن ا ث 

Suffix 2 ان ٌه ون اث ٌم ٌه ٌا كم كه واو ا حم حً حه حً ًٌ ما ٌا حا حك 
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Before The researcher stem any word first The researcher match it against a set of all 

possible word patterns in Arabic, these patterns divided into two types the first is reg-

ular pattern and the other irregular patterns (plural forms of irregular nouns in Arabic 

language) when the word matched with the first type then return the same word on the 

other hand when the word matched with the second type then return the singular pat-

tern as shown in the table 4.6. 

The researcher get this list of patterns in Khoja stemmer with a list of word patterns 

provided by Marwan Albwab. 

The researcher also added a set of patterns to this to have a complete list of Arabic 

word patterns. A sample list of patterns is as follows table 4.5: 

Table 4.5: Sample the First type of patterns 

The First type of patterns 

حفعم حفاعم اوفعال افخعال افعلال فعم فاعم افعم حفعم حفاعم اوفعم افخعم اسخفعم حفعٍم فعال افعال 

اسخفعال مفعم مفاعم مفعم مخفعم مخفعم مخفاعم مىفعم مفخعم مفعم مسخفعم مفعول فعول مفعال 

 فعال فعٍم افعم فعلان فعلاء فعهى فواعم مفاعٍم افاعم فعٍم ٌفخعم ٌسخفعم حفخعم فعائم

 

Table 4.6: Sample the Second type of patterns 

The Second type of patterns 

Plural pattern Singular pattern 

 مفعم مفاعم

 مفعول مفاعٍم

 فعم أفعال

 فعٍم فعلاء

 فاعم فعال

 فعم أفعم

 فعال أفعهت

 فوعم فواعم

Matching a word against our Arabic patterns list solves the problem of prefix/suffix 

sequence ambiguity, so if The researcher have a word that starts with a possible prefix 
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but before The researcher truncate that prefix it matched one of the possible patterns 

then it's a valid word and The researcher will not truncate it. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Flowchart for updated light stemmer 
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For example the word "كامم" it starts with a possible suffix "كا" but its part of the orig-

inal word so removing it will lead to wrong word "" so The researcher detect that it is 

part of the word since it matches the pattern "", thus The researcher will not truncate it 

and return it as it is. 

 

In the next step if the word didn't match any of the patterns then The researcher need 

to truncate its prefix and suffix but before that The researcher find the compatibility 

between the prefix and suffix where some suffixes could not be combined with certain 

suffixes in the same word and this also help us solving some ambiguity problems, for 

example the prefix "ال" may not be combined with the suffix "ك" so The researcher 

cannot say "انكتاتك" and thus if The researcher have a word like "انكسوك" The researcher 

will not remove the prefix and suffix which lead to the wrong word "كسن" but The re-

searcher will detect that the last character "ـك" is part of the original word and not a 

suffix and The researcher will only remove the prefix "ال" which lead to the correct 

stem "كسوك". 

 

If the combination of the prefix and suffix is valid then The researcher count the let-

ters of the word after removing the prefix and suffix since Arabic words other than 

conjunctions like "ٓمه","ف" consists of at least 3 characters.  

If the number was larger or equal to 3 The researcher remove prefix and suffix and 

return the truncated word but if the number of characters after truncation is less than 3 

characters then The researcher roll back since The researcher know that The research-

er removed sequences that is part of the original word, and try to remove only the suf-

fixes and count the number again if it is larger than 3 then The researcher try to find if 

the word only has a dual or plural suffix like "ٔه","َن","ان" and return the truncated 

word. 

If the number after removing suffix was less than 3 then The researcher roll back 

since again The researcher know that this sequences is part of the original word, then 

The researcher try to remove the prefix only. 

 

If the count is larger than 3 The researcher return the truncated word else The re-

searcher return the original word as it is. For example if The researcher have the word 

 after removing the prefix and suffix The researcher will end up with wrong "َندٔه"
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word "د" which has only one character so The researcher roll back and remove only 

the suffix which is "ٔه" which re 

turns "َند" which has 3 characters and it is the correct so The researcher return it. 

4.1.7. Applying Root Stemmer on Verbs 

The root is the original form of the word before any transformation process [11], the 

main goal of a root stemmer is to extract the basic form for a word by applying mor-

phological analysis for the word. A superior root-based stemmer is the Khoja's stem-

mer [4]. 

From the previous studies that mentioned in chapter 2 The researcher note the ISRI 

Stemmer is the best because it avoids the disadvantages of Khoja and faster in execu-

tion and gives more accurate results and better and does not need to Root Dictionary. 

The researcher will now explain the details of the algorithm ISRI Stemmer. The In-

formation Science Research Institute‟s (ISRI ) Arabic stemmer shares many features 

with the Khoja stemmer. However, the main difference is that no root dictionary is 

used. 

To begin describe of ISRI Stemmer (as shown in figure 4.3), The researcher know 

that the ISRI Stemmer define sets of diacritical marks and affix classes in table 4.7. 

These are sets of marks which are removed by the stemmer. And define some pattern 

sets in table 4.8. Now The researcher provide a more general overview of the stem-

mer. 

Stemming proceeds in the following steps :  

Remove diacritics representing vowels. 

1. Normalize the hamza which appears in several distinct forms in combination 

with various letters to one form(أ). This step is necessary in order to ensure 

terms such as  تعكم (he is eating) and أؤكم (it is eaten) conflate to the same root 

after their prefixes are removed . 

2. Remove length three and length two prefixes in that order. 

3. Remove connector َ if it precedes a word beginning with َ. 

4. Normalize  آ, أ, إto ا Removing the hamza in this case does not affect the root. 
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5. Return stem if less than or equal to three. Attempting to shorten stems further 

results in ambiguous stems . 

6. Consider four cases depending on length of the word: 

a) Length =4: If the word matches one of the patterns from PR4 (figure 2), 

extract the relevant stem and return . Otherwise, attempt to remove length 

one suffixes and prefixes from S 1 and P 1 in that order provided the word 

is not less than length three . 

b) Length =5: Extract stems with three characters for words that match pat-

terns from PR53 . If none are matched , attempt to remove suffixes and 

prefixes, otherwise the relevant length-three stem is returned . If the word 

is still five characters in length , the word is matched against PR54 to de-

termine if it contains any stem of length 4. The relevant stem is returned if 

found. 

c) Length =6. Extract stems of length three if the word matches a pattern 

from PR63 . Otherwise ,attempt to remove suffixes . If a suffix is removed 

and a resulting term of length five results , send the word back through 

step 7b. Otherwise, attempt to remove one character prefixes, and if suc-

cessful ,send the resulting length five term to step 7b. 

d) Length =7. Attempt to remove one-character suffixes and prefixes. If suc-

cessful, send the resulting length -six term to step7c . 

Step 7 essentially takes longer words and successively attempts to trim single charac-

ter affixes . If successful, it compares the resulting shorter term with various patterns 

at different levels until it either matches a pattern and extracts the relevant term , or 

becomes too short to be a viable stem. 

Table 4.7: Affix Sets 

Set description Examples 

D Diacritics-vowelization 
 سَ سِسُسْ 

 سّ سًسٍس  

P3 Prefixes of length three َنم , َال , كال , تال 

P2 Length two prefixes ال , نم 

P1 Length one prefixes 
, َ ,ْ , خ ل , ب , ف , س  

 ن , ا

S3 Length three suffixes تمم , ٌمم , تان , تٕه , كمم 
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Set description Examples 

S2 Length two suffixes 

َن , اخ , ان , ٔه , ته , كم , ٌه , 

وا , ٔا , ٔا , ٌا , تم , كه , وٓ , َا , 

 ما , ٌم

S1 Length one suffixes ج , ي , ْ , ك , خ , ا ،ن 
 

Table 4.8: Arabic Pattern and Roots 

SET Description Examples 

PR4 Length four pattern فاعم فعُل فعهح فعال فعٕم مفعم 

PR53 Length five patterns and length 

three roots 

تفاعم افتعم افعال افاعم فعانح فعلان فعُنح 

فُاعم مفعال تفعهح تفعٕم مفعهح فاعُل 

مفعُل مفعٕم افعهح فعائم مىفعم مفتعم 

 فاعهح مفاعم فملاع ٔفتعم تفتعم فعانّ اوفعم

PR54 Length five patterns and length 

four roots 

 تفعهم افعهم مفعهم فعههح فعلان فعانم 

PR63 Length six patterns and length 

three roots 

عم مستفعماستفعم مفعانح افتعال افعُعم اوف  

PR64 Length six patterns and length 

four roots 

 افىهم افعلال متفعهم
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Figure 4.3: root stemmer - ISRI 
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4.2. Morphological Analysis (Stemmer and Light Stemmer) 
  

In  linguistics,  morphology  is  the  identification,  analysis  and  description  of  the  

structure of  morphemes  and  other  units  of  meaning  in  a  language  like  words,  

affixes, and parts of speech and  intonation/stress,  implied  context  (words  in  a  lex-

icon  are  the  subject  matter  of  lexicology).   

Morphological  typology  represents  a  way  of  classifying  languages  according  to  

the  ways  by which  morphemes  are  used  in  a  language from  the  analytic  that 

use only isolated morphemes, through  the  agglutinative  ("stuck-together")  and  fu-

sional  languages  that  use  bound  morphemes (affixes),  up  to  the polysynthetic,  

which  compress  lots  of  separate  morphemes  into  single  words  [19]. 

While  words  are  generally  accepted  as  being  (with  clitics)  the  smallest  units of 

syntax, it is  clear  that  in  most  (if  not  all)  languages,  words  can  be  related  to  

other  words  by  rules (grammars).  For  example,  English  speakers  recognize  that  

the  words  dog  and  dogs  are  closely related- differentiated  only  by  the  plurality  

morpheme  "s"  which  is  only  found  bound  to nouns,  and  is  never  separate.  

Speakers  of  English  (a fusional language) recognize these relations from  their  tacit  

knowledge  of  the  rules  of  word  formation  in  English.  They  infer  intuitively  

that  dog  is  to  dogs  as  cat  is  to  cats;  similarly,  dog  is to  dog  catcher  as  dish  

is  to dishwasher (in one sense).   

The  rules  understood  by  the  speaker  reflect  specific  patterns  (or  regularities) in 

the way words  are  formed  from  smaller  units  and how those smaller units interact 

in speech. In this way, morphology  is  the  branch  of  linguistics  that  studies  pat-

terns  of  word  formation within and across languages,  and  attempts  to  formulate  

rules  that  model  the  knowledge  of  the  speakers  of  those languages  [19]. 

Terms  have  many  morphological  variants that will not be recognized  by  term  

matching  algorithm  without  additional  text  processing.  Stemming  algorithms are  

needed  in  many  applications  such  as  natural  language  processing,  compression  

of  data,  and information  retrieval  systems.  In  most  cases,  these  variants  have  

similar  semantic  interpretation and  can  be  treated  as  equivalence  in  text  mining.  

Stemming  algorithm  can  be  employed  to perform term reduction  to a root form  

[19]. 
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In  general,  most  of  Arabic  morphological  tools  face  a  problem  with  diacritics  

because most  of  them  remove  (normalize)  diacritics.  For  example, the  Arabic 

word  (  ََذٌَة)  which  means (went)  has  identical  form  (without  diacritics)  to  word  

  ,which  means  gold.  Diacritics distinguish  between  them,  but  unfortunately  (ذٌَةَْ )

most  of  Arabic  morphological  tools  remove  them as a first step  [19]. 

For  Arabic  Language,  there  are  two  different  morphological  analysis  techniques; 

stemming and  light  stemming. Stemming  reduces  words  to  their  stems [56].  

Light  stemming, in contrast,  removes  common  affixes  from  words  without  re-

ducing  them  to  their  stems. Stemming would  reduce the Arabic words ( انكتاب انكاتة

 which mean (the library), (the writer), and (the book) respectively,  to one stem (انمكتثح

   .which means (write) ,(كتة)

The  main  idea  for  using  light  stemming [32] [33] is  that  many  word  variants  do  

not  have  similar  meanings  or  semantics.  However,  these  word  variants are gen-

erated from the same root.  Thus,  root  extraction  algorithms  affect  the  meanings  

of  words.  Light  stemming  aims  to  enhance the  classification  performance  while  

retaining  the  words meanings.  It  removes  some  defined prefixes  and  suffixes  

from  the  word  instead  of  extracting  the  original  root [32][33].  

Formally speaking,  the  aforementioned  Arabic words  ( انمكتثحانكتاب انكاتة  )  which  

mean (the  library),  (the writer),  and  (the  book)  respectively,  belong to  one  stem  

-despite  they  have  different meanings.  Thus,  the  stemming  approach  reduc  (كتة)

es  their  semantics.  The  light  stemming  approach, on  the  other  hand,  maps  the  

word  (انكتاب) which  means (the book) to (كتاب) which means (book), and  stems  the  

word  (انكاتة)  which  means (the  writers) to  (كاتة)  which  means (writer). Another 

example  for  light  stemming  is  the  words  (انمسافسَن َانمسافسٔه)  which  mapped  to  

word  (مسافس). Light stemming  keeps  the  words„  meanings  unaffected. The re-

searcher  previously  described  in  section  1.3  that there  are  many  words  mor-

phology  have  different  meaning  despite  they  have  the  same  root.   

Stemming  algorithm  by  Khoja  [56]  one  is  of  well  know  Arabic  Stemmers.  

Khoja„s stemmer  removes  the  longest  suffix  and  the  longest  prefix.  It  then  

matches  the  remaining  word with  verbal  and  noun  patterns,  to  extract  the  root.  

The  stemmer  makes  use  of  several  linguistic data  files  such  as  a  list  of  all  di-
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acritic  characters,  punctuation  characters,  definite  articles,  and stop words. How-

ever,  the  Khoja  stemmer  has  several  weaknesses . 

 First,  the  root  dictionary requires  maintenance  to  guarantee  newly  discovered  

words  are  correctly  stemmed.  Second,  the Khoja  stemmer  replaces  a  weak letter  

with  (َ)  which  occasionally  produces  a  root  that  is  not related  to  the  original  

word.  For  example,  the  word  (مىظماخ)  which  mean  (organizations)  is stemmed to 

 Here the Khoja stemmer removed .(وظم) which means (he was thirsty) instead of (ظما)

a part of  the  root  when  it  removed  the  prefix  and  then  added  a hamza at  the  

end.  Third,  by following  a  certain  order  of  affixes,  the  Khoja  stemmer  will  in  

some  cases  fail  to  remove  all  of them.  For  example,  the  terms (تستغسق) and 

 are not stemmed although they are respectively derived from the two regular (زكثتًٕ)

roots  (غسق) and (زكة). Algorithm steps of Khoja Arabic stemmer as below. Al-

Shalabi,  Kanaan  and  Al-Serhan [14] developed  a  root  extraction  

1. Remove diacritics. 

2. Remove Stop words, Punctuation, and numbers. 

3. Remove definite article (انـ). 

4. Remove inseparable conjunction(َ). 

5. Remove Suffixes 

6. Remove Prefixes 

7. Match result against a list of patterns  

 If a match is found, extracted the characters in the pattern representing the 

root. 

 Match the extracted root a against a list known "valid" roots. 

8. Replace weak letters َْا with َ 

9. Replace all occurrence of Hamza ,ؤ,ئ with ا 

10. Two letter roots are checked to see if they should contain a double character. 

If so character is added to the root. 

 algorithm  (tri-literal root  extraction)  which does not use any dictionary. It depends 

on assigning weights for a word„s letters  multiplied  by  the  letter„s  position,  Con-

sonants  were  assigned  a  weight  of  zero  and different  weights  were  assigned to 

the letters grouped in the word (سأنتمُوٍٕا) where all affixes are formed  by  combina-
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tions  of these letters. The algorithm selects the letters with the lowest weights as root 

letters.  

Sawalhi  and  Atwell evaluated  Arabic  language  morphological  analyzers  and  

stemmers.  Authors reported  Khoja  stemmer  achieved  the  highest  accuracy  then  

the  tri-literal  root  extraction  algorithm. The  majorities  of  words  have  a  tri-

lateral  root,  in  fact between 80 and 85% of words in Arabic are derived from tri-

lateral roots [8] [28]. 

The rest have a quad-letter root, penta-letter  root  or hexa-letter root. Khoja stemmer 

works accurately for tri-literal roots, this why it  achieved  the  highest  accuracy.  

Sawalhi and  Atwell  also  reported  that  most stemming algorithms  are  designed  

for  information  retrieval  systems  where accuracy of the stemmers is not important  

issue.   

On  the  other  hand,  accuracy  is  vital  for  natural language  processing.  The accu-

racy  rates  show  that  the  best algorithm failed  to  achieve  accuracy  rate  of  more  

than  75%.  This  proves  that more  research  is  required.  The researcher cannot  rely  

on  such  stemming algorithms  for doing  further  research  as  Part-of-Speech  tag-

ging  and then  Parsing  because  errors  from  the stemming  algorithms  will propa-

gate to such systems. 

4.3. Text Preprocessing Tools (WEKA) 

The researcher  use WEKA (Waikato  Environment  for  Knowledge  Analysis) for  

text  preprocessing  and  classification. WEKA is  a  popular  suite  of  machine  

learning  software  written  in  Java, developed  at  the  University  of  Waikato.  It  is  

free  software  available  under  the GNU General Public  License.   

WEKA  provides  a  large  collection  of  machine  learning  algorithms  for  data  pre-

processing,  classification,  clustering,  association  rules,  and  visualization,  which  

can  be  invoked  through  a  common  Graphical  User  Interface. Using  WEKA 

StringToWordVector tool  options with  different  combinations,  The researcher  set-

up  the  term  weighting  combinations  presented  in Table 4.9 to structure  text  data.  

Major combinations include Boolean, word count, tf, tdf, tf-idf, term pruning, and 

word  count normalization options, these  combinations  have  not  been  applied  in  

the  literature on Arabic text before.  
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The resulting combinations  are listed in Table 4.9. 

 

Table 4.9: WEKA String to word Vector options 

WEKA String to word Vector options 

TF Transform 
           , where fij is the frequency of word I in docu-

ment dj. 

IDF Transform 
fij * log(num of docs / num of docs with word i) , where fij 

is the frequency of word I in document dj. 

TF-IDF Transfor-

mation 

           * log(num of docs / num of docs with word i), 

where fij is the frequency of word I in document dj. 

Min Term Freq Sets the minimum term frequency (apply term running) 

Normalize Doc 

Length 

Sets whether if the word frequencies for a document should 

be normalized or not. 

Output Word Counts 
Output word count rather than Boolean 0 or 1 (indicating 

absence or presence of a word) 

Stemmer 
The stemming algorithm to be use on the words(Khoja Ar-

abic Stemmer Algorithm) 

Seven text classification algorithms (C4.5 Decision Tree (C4.5 DT), K Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN),  Support  Vector  Machine  (SVMs),  Naive  Bayes  (NB), Naive  

Bayes  Multinomial  (NBM), Complement Naive  Bayes  (CNB),  and  Discriminative  

Multinomial  Naive  Bayes  classifier (DMNB text)) are may be applied to classify  

text documents. Experimental  results presented in  chapter 6.  

The researcher  implement  and  integrate  Arabic  stemming  and  light  stemming  

algorithms,  into  WEKA.  The researcher  adopt  Arabic  stop words  list  from  for 

stop words  removal.  The  complete  package  of  integration  is  available publically . 

A screenshot  of  Arabic  stemmer  /  light  stemmer  integrated  to  WEKA  is  depict-

ed in  figure 4.4. to figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.4: WEKA GUI Chooser 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Browser to select arff file 
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Figure 4.6: Analysis data to view the file included in arff file 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: WEKA Arabic Stemmers including the proposal Root and Light stemmers “Shaqal-

ieh Stemmer” 
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Figure 4.8: Browser to select classifier 

 

 

Figure 4.9 :To view the classifier output 
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Chapter 5  : Corpora 

One  of  the  difficulties  that  encounter this  work  and  other researches  in  the  field  

of  Arabic  linguistics  was the  lack  of  publicly  available  Arabic  corpus  for evalu-

ating  text  categorization  algorithms.  Different  training  data  sets  are  available  

for  text classification  in  English. Reuter„s collections of  news  stories are  popular  

and  typical  example.  

The  Linguistic  Data  Consortium (LDC)  provides  two  non-free  Arabic  corpora,  

the  Arabic NEWSWIRE  and  Arabic  Gigaword  corpus.  Both  corpora  contain  

newswire  stories.  One  of  the aims  of  this  research  is  to  compile  representative  

training  datasets  for  Arabic  text  classification that  cover  different  text  genres  

which  can  be  used  in  this  research  and  in  the future  as  a benchmark.  There-

fore, three  different  datasets  were  compiled  covering  different  genres  and subject 

domains. 

There  is  a  need  for  a  freely-accessible  corpus  of  Arabic. There are  no  standard  

or benchmark  corpora.  All  researchers  conduct  their  researches  on  their  own  

compiled  corpus.  Arabic  language  is  highly  inflectional  and  derivational  lan-

guage  which  makes  text  mining  a complex  task. In Arabic TC research  field,  

there  are  some  published  experimental  results, but these results came from differ-

ent datasets, it is hard to compare classifiers because each research used  different  

datasets  for  training  and  testing[4] [5] [6][7][8][9][10][11][12] [13] [34][38][63] 

[64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69].   

Sebastiani stated at [54]"The researcher have to bear in mind that comparisons are 

reliable only  when  based  on  experiments  performed  by  the  same  author  under 

carefully  controlled conditions". 
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Corpus sizes  for  the  same  topics  written  in Arabic  and  other different  languages  

are not the same. In fact, the size of the corpus extracted from the French newspaper 

Le model from the  period  of  4  years,  is  80  million  words [22].   

Moreover,  the  size  of  corpus  extracted from the period  of  almost  7  years  of As-

sociated  French  Press  (AFP) Arabic  Newswire,  and  released  in 2001  by LDC  is  

76  million  tokens [4] [5] . 

This  gap  between  the  two  sizes  is  justified  by  the compact  form  of  the  Arabic  

words. Formally  speaking,  the English word write is equivalent to one Arabic word 

 But the group .He writes, made up of two words, and also corresponds to  one .كتب

Arabic word يكتب. And the Arabic equivalent of the sentence . He will write is the on-

ly one word سيكتب. Moreover, the word سيكتبه amounts to the group of words . 

He will write it. Another  example  is  the  Arabic  word  (وبٌفوذها) and its equivalence 

in English (4 words) and with her influences. This makes segmentation of Arabic tex-

tual data different and more difficult than Latin  languages. This gives an explanation 

of the gap between the two corpuses size, if The researcher make into  consideration  

the  difference  of  data  extraction  period [2][3]. 

On the other hand, the required amount  of  storage  (disk  or  RAM) for Arabic cor-

pus is twice of English corpus for the same size of  characters  because  Arabic  char-

acters  require  2  bytes to  be  saved  in  Unicode  format. This implies  that feature 

reduction  for Arabic text is necessary to consider storage limit. 

5.1. Corpora Building Steps 

The  first  phase  in  construction  process  is  to  build a text dataset  which  involves 

compiling and  labeling  text  documents  into  corpus. The researcher  collect  web 

documents  from  internet  using  the  open  source  offline  explorer. The process  al-

so  includes  converting  corpus  html/xml  files  into  UTF-8  encoding  using  Text  

Encoding Converter by  Web Key Soft.  The  final  step  is  to  strip/remove  html/xml  

tags as  shown in Figure 5.1.  There are  Java  program  that  strip  /  remove  

html/xml  tags.  The  program  is available publically [70]. 
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Figure 5.1: Corpus Building Steps 

 

5.2. Corpora Summary 

The researcher  use various corpora  to  perform  our  experimentations,  the  corpora  

variations  include small/large  size  corpus,  with  few  and  more  categories.  The 

used corpora have been collected by us  and by  other researchers.  The researcher  

collected  three corpora,  The researcher  collect  them from: BBC Arabic, CNN Ara-

bic,  and  the  third  corpus  was  collected  from  multiple  websites,  The researcher  

shall  call  the  third corpus as Open  Source  Arabic Corpus (OSAC).  

 

Figure 5.2: The three corpora are available publically 
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Figures 5.2  present  the  corpora  The researcher  used  in  this  research,  the used 

corpora have various  keywords  size  and  various  number  of  documents.  Figure  

5.2  shows  the number of text documents for each corpus. Despite CNN corpus has a 

small number of text documents (2390 text documents)  but  it  has  relatively  a  large  

number  of  keywords  (95,350  keywords),  the  reason  is that CNN corpus  has  

large  size  text  documents  (long  documents),  also,  the  corpus  covers  broad range  

of  text  genre.  OSAC  corpus  has  the  largest  number  of  text  documents  and  

largest vocabulary.  In the following,  The researcher shall  describe each corpus in  

details. 

5.3. BBC Arabic corpus 

The researcher  collected BBC Arabic corpus  from BBC Arabic  website  bbcar-

abic.com, the  corpus includes  2390 text  documents.  Each  text  document  belongs  

1  of  to  7  categories shown in the table 5.1 (Middle  East News 1178,  World  News 

745,  Business  &  Economy 148,  Sports 110,  International  Press 25, Science  &  

Technology 123,  Art  &  Culture  61).  The  corpus contains 1,860,786 (1.8M) words 

and 106,733  district  keywords  after  stop words  removal. The researcher  converted  

the  corpus  to utf-8 encoding  and stripped  html  tags. The corpus is available  publi-

cally  at [70]. 

Table 5.1: bbc-arabic-utf8 

No. Label Count Weight 

 1178.0 1178 أخبار الشرق الاوسط 1

 745.0 745 اخبار العالن 2

 148.0 148 اقتصاد واعوال 3

 110.0 110 رياضت 4

 25.0 25 عرض الصحف 5

 123.0 123 علوم وتكٌولوجيا 6

 61.0 61 هٌوعاث 7

 

5.4. CNN Arabic corpus 

The researcher  collected CNN  Arabic corpus  from CNN Arabic  website cnna-

rabic.com,  the  corpus includes  2,689 text  documents.  Each  text  document  be-

longs  1  of  to 6 categories  shown in the table  5.2, (Business 435, Entertainments  

248,  Middle  East  News  766,  Science  &  Technology  282,  Sports 412,  World 

News 546). The  corpus  contains 2,241,348 (2.2M) words  and 144,460 district  key-
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words  after stop words  removal.  The researcher  converted  the  corpus  to  utf-8  

encoding  and  stripped  html  tags.  The corpus is available  publically [70]. 

Table 5.2: cnn-arabic-utf8 

No. Label Count Weight 

1 Business 435 435.0 

2 Enter attainment 248  248.0 

3 Middle east 766 766.0 

4 SciTech 282 282.0 

5 Sport 412 412.0 

6 world 546 546.0 

5.5. OSAC corpus 

The researcher  collected OSAC Arabic  corpus  from multiple websites as presented 

in Table 5.3, the corpus  includes 22,429  text  documents.  Each  text  document  be-

longs  1  of  to  10  categories shown in the table 5.3, (Economics,  History,  Enter-

tainments,  Education  &  Family, Religious  and  Fatwas, Sports, Heath, Astronomy,  

Low,  Stories,  Cooking  Recipes).  The  corpus  contains about  18,183,511  (18M) 

words  and 449,600 district  keywords  after  stop words  removal. The researcher 

converted the corpus to utf-8 encoding  and stripped  html  tags. The corpus is availa-

ble  publically [70]. 

Table 5.3: osac-uft8 

No. Label Count Weight 

 3102.0 3102 اقتصاد 1

  3233.0  3233 تاريخ 2

 3608.0 3608 تربيت واسرة وهرأة 3

 3171.0 3171 ديي وفتاوى شرعيت 4

 2419.0 2419 رياضت 5

 2296.0 2296 صحت 6

 557.0 557 فلك 7

 944.0 944 قاًوى 8

 726.0 726 قصص 9

 2373.0 2373 وصفاث واكلاث 10
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Chapter 6 : Experimental results and analysis 

In  this  chapter,  The researcher  present  and  analyze  experimental  results.  Text  

Classification algorithms  (Support  Vector  Machines  (SVMs),  Naive  Bayes  (NB),  

Naive  Bayes  Variants  (Naive  Bayes  Multinomial  (NBM), Complement  Naive  

Bayes  (CNB),  Discriminative  Multinomial  Naive  Bayes  (DMNB)))  are described  

in  chapter  3,  methodology is described in chapter 4, and corpora are described in 

chapter 5. The researcher split each corpus to 2 parts (66% of the corpus for training 

and the remaining 34%  for test).  

The researcher could not run any classifier in batch mode because the corpora size is 

very large and did  not  fit  to  memory. All  classifiers  were  run in  incremental  

mode  on  64-bit machine with 6 GB RAM.  The researcher  use  method provided  by  

WEKA  for  experiments. 

Experimental  results  investigate  preprocessing  time,  classifiers  accuracy  and  re-

call/precision. 

The researcher  could  not  generate  all  text  representation  for OSAC corpus be-

cause it does not fit to memory.  Also,  The researcher  could  not  run  all  text  classi-

fiers  on  this  corpus  for  the  same  reason.   

6.1. Preprocessing time 

Text  preprocessing  includes  morphological  analysis  and  term  weighting. Raw  

text  requires  string  tokenization  +  stop words  removal  +  term  matching  (to  add  

word  as  a  count  to  existing  feature or  to  add  it  as  a  new  feature). Stem-

ming/light  stemming  preprocessing requires the  same  steps  in  addition  to  one  

additional  step  after  stop  word removal  which  is  stemming/light  stemming. 

  



 
 

00 
 

Figure 6.1  shows  the average  time  required  to  analyze the corpora  morphological-

ly  (stemming, light  stemming and proposed algorithm stemming),  the  Figure 6.1  

also  shows  the  average time required  to  process  raw  text  (without  morphological  

analysis).  

 

Figure 6.1: Average  time  required  to  analyze the corpora 

 

Proposed algorithm stemming requires  the least  time  to  preprocess  text  data after 

light stemming,  even  less than raw text preprocessing time, this is explained by two 

reasons: 

1. Light stemming algorithm  step is fast (just normalizes word and removes suf-

fixes and prefixes), but the proposed stemming algorithm save the meaning of 

words so more time but increase accuracy. 

2. Proposed stemming reduces  the  original  raw  text  to  50%  with  term prun-

ing,  in  other  words,  despite raw  text  does  not preprocess text morphologi-

cally, it needs more time  than  Proposed stemming preprocessing  time , raw  

text  preprocessing takes  long  time to search in large feature/dictionary for 

match terms. 

The  results  by  Duwairi [32][33] show  that  preprocessing  and  classification  time  

of stemming  is  the  least.  The  result  also  states  that  the  difference  of  stemming  

and  light  stemming preprocessing  and  classification  time  is  slight.  The reason  is  
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that  Duwairi  used  stemmer  by  Al-Shalabi [14] which  does not match pattern and 

validated  extracted root is stemming  process.  

Preprocessing  time  of  different  term  weighting  schemes  is  shown  in  figure  6.2 

In average,  all  term  weighting  schemes  have approximately  similar  preprocessing  

time  despite each term  weighting  scheme  has  different  counting  formula.  The  

least  preprocessing  time  is  achieved when  applying  term  pruning  because  it  

leads  to  save  the required  time to look  up into  feature/dictionary  to match terms. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Preprocessing  time  of  different  term  weighting  schemes 

 

6.2. Classifier Accuracy 

Among  seven  classifiers  applied  on  seven  corpora, SVMs achieved  the  highest  

average accuracy  (98.11%),  then DMNB with  average  accuracy  of  95.33%. KNN 

was  the  worst  with average accuracy of 72.48%. Figure 6.3 shows the classifiers  

average performance.  
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Figure 6.3: Classifiers  Average Performance 

 

Generally, SVMs  and NB  variants  achieved  the  best  average classification  accu-

racy. SVMs achieved  the  best  accuracy because it is a robust  classifier. 

Text  dataset  requires  considerations  like  language  model,  decision  boundary  for 

imbalanced  text  dataset,  good  parameters  estimation,  and  word  dependency.  

These considerations have  been  taken  into  account  in NB variant  classifiers,  this 

makes them achieve the  best  average accuracy. Furthermore, NB  variant  classifiers  

inherit NB  property  of  naive assumption  of  independent  features which  make 

them  simple  and achieve  respectable  effective performance. The researcher have 

described  text  classification  consideration  and the corrections  to NB in details  in 

chapter 3. 

DT is  not  scalable and it  requires very long training time [57][60]. Additionally,  

term  weighting  schemes  have a direct  impact  on KNN because  it  depends  on dis-

tance  function. Distance  functions  are  not  scalable.  

KNN achieves high  performance  using (tf-idf +  normalization  +  term  pruning) 

term weighting schemes and light stemming  feature  reduction  and  term  pruning  as  

The researcher  will  see in Figure  6.4 shows  the  average  accuracy  of  classifiers  

applied  on OSAC corpus.  
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Figure  6.4, Figure  6.5 shows the applied KNN text classifier, SVM classifier and 

NBM Classifier. On OSAC corpus with using new stemmer “Shaqalieh stemmer”, 

Khoja stemmer, Light stemmer.  

The researcher note that the new stemmer is the best because the new stemmer con-

sume high performance. This is due because separation between nouns and verbs 

where most of the nouns back without any processing. And The researcher note that 

the Light10 stemmer is the least time. 

 

Figure 6.4: Khoja, Light and Proposed stemming time for Knn, SVM and NBM 

classifiers 
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Figure 6.5: Khoja, Light and Proposed stemming accuracy classification for 

Knn, SVM and NBM classifiers 

 

Figure 6.6: Recall/Precision 

 

Figure 6.6 shows the effect of using the proposed stemmer on recall and precision 

values. The proposed stemmer will increase the value of recall and precision to 87% 

and 92% respectively which is better than using Khoja or Light10. 
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The reason that the precision rate is greater than recall is that the data is not distribut-

ed equally to the classes, and that the selection of training data depends on the number 

of files for each class. 

6.3. Morphological Analysis and term pruning 

Morphological  analysis  tools  (stemming / light  stemming)  can  be  used to reduce 

features as described in  chapter  1 and 4. In addition, term pruning can be used for the 

same purpose. The researcher discussed  the  impact  of  morphological  analysis  

tools  on  feature  reduction,  in  this section; The researcher shall  discuss the impact 

of morphological  analysis  tools  on classification  accuracy.  

The  impact  of  morphological  analysis  and  term  pruning on  different  corpora is  

depicted in  Figure  6.7. The  figure  shows that  the  average  classification  perfor-

mance  for  raw  text, stemming, light  stemming  and proposed stemming are  con-

vergent  because  the  morphological  analysis  and  term pruning  have  slight  impact  

on most  classifiers. 

 

Figure 6.7: Shaqalieh stem vs. Stemming vs. light  stemming vs. raw 

stem(Average Accuracy) 
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better with verbs. because  stemming  has  the  slight classification  performance  than  

light  stemming  is  that  the  majorities  of  Arabic words  have  a  tri-lateral  root,  in  

fact  between  80  and  85%  of verbs in Arabic are derived from tri-lateral roots [8] 

[28].  The  rest  have  a  quad-letter  root,  penta-letter  root  or hexa-letter root. Khoja 

stemmer works accurately  for  tri-literal  roots,  this  why  it  achieved  the  highest  

accuracy.   
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Chapter 7 : Conclusion and Future work 

7.1. Conclusion 

Text mining  is  on  the  cross  road  of  information  retrieval  and  machine  learning. 

Arabic text mining  is  promising  research  field due  to the  complexity  and  prob-

lems  in  different  aspects:  

The lack  Arabic  corpus,  lack  of  language  tools, and  lack  of stemming on Arabic 

text.   

In this research, The researcher presents a new method for stemming to solve many 

of the ambiguity problems related to light stemming and improve the performance 

of stemming that benefit for many application like information retrieval, classifica-

tion, …etc.  

Experimental  results  showed  that The researcher  cannot  avoid  feature  reduction  

for  Arabic language to  reduce  complexity  for  classifiers,  reduce  storage require-

ments and  to  save  time.  Stemming  / light  stemming  greatly reduced features to an 

average of 30% and 50% of the original feature space respectively. The researcher 

conclude  that  light  stemming  with  term  pruning  is  the best feature reduction 

technique with nouns because save meaning of words and light stemming  is  more  

proper  than  stemming  from  linguistics  and  semantic  view  point,  and  it  has the 

least preprocessing  time,  it  also has superior  average classification  accuracy. The 

root stem is better with verbs. because  stemming  has  the  slight classification  per-

formance  than  light  stemming  is  that  the  majorities  of  Arabic words  have  a  tri-

lateral  root,  in  fact  between  80  and  85%  of verbs in Arabic are derived from tri-

lateral roots.  The  rest  have  a  quad-letter  root,  penta-letter  root  or hexa-letter root   
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SVMs is  a  robust  classifier  even  in  high  dimensions.  Language  consideration  in  

NB variants  improved  performance. SVMs and NB variant have superior  perfor-

mance  and  achieved the best classification  accuracy.   

Term  indexing  and  weighting  aim  to  represent  high  quality  text.  The High  

quality  in  text mining  usually  refers  to  some  combinations of  relevance,  novelty,  

and  interestingness. Several approaches  are  used  to  index  and  weight  terms  but  

all  of  them  share  the  following characteristics: The  more  the  number  of  times  a  

term  occurs  in  documents  that  belong  to  some category,  the  more  it  is  relative  

to  that  category.  The  more  the  term  appears  in  different documents  representing  

different  categories,  the  less  the  term  is  useful  for  discriminating between  doc-

uments  as  belonging  to  different  categories. Term  weighting  schemes have direct 

impact on distance based classifiers. Distance based classifiers also affected by the 

used distance metric 

7.2. Future Works 

In  the  future  works,  The researcher shall  work  on extending and elaborating BBC 

Arabic  corpus, CNN  Arabic  corpus,  and OSAC  corpus.  Elaborations  include  per-

forming  extensive  corpus analysis  and  tag them with Part of speech tags. The re-

searcher also open the door for other researchers and contributors  to elaborate the 

open source corpora.   

The researcher  shall  develop  a  classifier that  classifies any text document based on 

set of keywords, this will save the time to preprocess test text documents. Keywords 

are ranked based on different Language  aspects  based  on  semantic. Hierarchy  clas-

sification  is  also  will  be  supported  by  our future classifier. 
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